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Introduction
The Literary Review was resuscitated by Whittier College's
Upsilon Sigma chapter of the international English Honorary
society, Sigma Tau Delta, in 1986. Its purpose is to publish the
best student writing submitted, whether fiction, non-fiction or
poetry; all contributors are students at Whittier College, as are
the editors.
The Review is a manifestation of the belief that academic
excellence should be rewarded, and that rewarding that excellence
positively impacts the intellectual life at the College. The
educational process is, at its core, a sharing process: a time when
ideas, learning, and knowledge may be exchanged in an
environment which is specifically designed for this interaction,
and which rewards effort and encourages intellectual growth.
This publication is a forum for student expression, but the
expressions of contributors do not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the editors, the faculty advisor, the members of the Publications
Board, the Associated Students of Whittier College, or any other
College entity, department, or organization.
A special thanks to Sigma Tau Delta's faculty advisor, Dr.
Anne Kiley, the creator of this and other fine literary exercises.
Without her support, this Review would not have been published.
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'Mr. Civil Rights:"
The career, life, and legacy of Thurgood Marshall

By Camille Wilson

The 1950's are often regarded as a decade of picture-perfect
families, teenage rebellion, fast Fords, and rock 'n' roll. For the AfricanAmerican population, however, the fifties were a time of struggle.
Blacks were more concerned about their basic survival, and the
protection of life, property, and human rights. In the midst of the Jim
Crow era, when "separate but equal" was the law of the land, an
American hero emerged to bring relief and hope to the Black community
- that hero was Thurgood Marshall.
When young people think of civil rights leaders, Thurgood
Marshall is a name that may not first come to mind. To the modern
generation he is most acclaimed for being the first African-American
Supreme Court Justice; to those that livedthrough the 1950's he is best
remembered for being a part of the landmark Supreme Court battle
Brown v. Board of Education, Topeka, Kansas. Marshall, then, was not
only a first-rate jurist, but the impact that he had on this country
during the fifties has contributed to this nation's history and to the
5

development of its constitution. He is thought of as a man with "a
wonderfully keen and incisive mind, a sharp sense of legal strategy and
political realities, and an ebullient spirit that is tempered by both a
mordant sense of humor and a deep dedication to the Negro cause." 1
Born in Baltimore, Maryland in 1903, Thurgood Marshall was
reared in a small, working class family by his father who was a railroad
dining-car steward, and his mother who was a school teacher. While a
student at Douglas High School, Marshall was far from exemplary.
Almost daily he was punished for being the class clown, ironically, his
punishment from his teacher entailed reading sections from the
Constitution out loud. By the time Marshall graduated he had almost
memorized the entire document, 2
Luckily, Thurgood Marshall's misconduct did not hinder his
academic competency. After high school he attended Lincoln University
in Pennsylvania. While in college, Marshall joined the debate team and
acquired a passion for research, oration, and writing. Due to his
success as a debater, he realized that he had the skills to become a
lawyer.'
Graduating from Lincoln with honors, Thurgood Marshall went
on to Howard University Law School where he met law professor and
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People attorney,
6

Charles Huston, who became his mentor.
In 1933 Marshall graduated from Howard magna cum laude, and
set up his own practice doing pro-bono work for the underprivileged.
Later, he agreed to join Charles Huston at the NAACP, to help him
abolish segregation laws in the United States. They decided to focus on
graduate schools, thinking that those cases would be easier to document
and therefore easier to prove. Together, they had several victories
including, Murray v. University of Maryland, Missouri ex rel Gaines v.
Canada, and Sipuel v. Board of Regents.4
When Charles Huston retired from the NAACP in 1938, he
choose Thurgood Marshall to succeed him as chief legal counsel. A year
later, the legal branch of the NAACP became a separate organization,
called the NAACP legal defense fund, and Marshall became its first
director. Through the remainder of the 1940's, Thurgood Marshall
continued to argue countless cases for Black graduate students not
allowed into White educational institutions.
With the turn of the decade also came a turn in the ambitions of
and career of Thurgood Marshall. The man that he had idolized for
twenty years, Charles Huston, died on April 22, 1950. Upon hearing the
announcement of his death, Marshall vowed that he would carry on
Huston's mission of overturning Plessy v. Ferguson, the case that made
7

segregation in U.S. public schools legal. 5 Therefore, he made the
decision to attack segregation on all school levels.
The chance of a lifetime came for Thurgood Marshall when a
man named Oliver Brown came into his office in 1952. Mr. Brown was
fed up with the segregation laws that required his daughter, Olivia, to
daily walk far along a dangerous path to attend a poor quality, all-Black
school, when there was a better school in her neighborhood that was allWhite. Marshall agreed to represent Olivia, and the Supreme Court
was willing to hear the case because they felt it could possibly violate
the fourteenth amendment, which guarantees all American citizens the
right to due process and equal protection under the law.' On December
9, 1952, the case of Brown v. Board of Education, Topeka, Kansas
began.
Thurgood Marshall was determined to win the case. The issue of
segregation was making front page news, and anxiety and tensions were
intensifying between White and Black America. Marshall knew that he
and the NAACP would be under a microscope, with the country
watching and waiting to see the outcome of the case.' He adamantly
believed that segregation in public schools was intolerable and stated
that "any test the school wishes to give for one reason or another to
separate children is okay with me except one - the racial test."8
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No matter how strong Thurgood Marshall's convictions were, he
realized the fight would not be easy to win. The chief counsel for the
Board of Education was 81- year- old John W. Davis, former U.S.
Solicitor General who had turned down a Supreme Court nomination in
1922. During the first three days of the trial, both Marshall and Davis
presented their arguments, but after a long deliberation, the court came
to no conclusion. Finally, the panel asked both men to prepare an
argument for their side using the fourteenth amendment of the
Constitution as a defense.
Set with a new task, Marshall worked frantically to pull together
all of his resources and influence to ensure a victory. To do this, he
brought in top-notch historians to help him establish the constitution
framer's original intent concerning segregation. Marshall also called a
conference of the NAACP to meet with 130 social scientists - most of
them experts on the constitution, and he asked psychologists to research
the mental and emotional affects of segregation on Black children.
Later, Marshall said that tapping into the academic world for assistance
"was the best decision I ever made in my life."9
Although his expert resources help to substantiate his
accusations and hypotheses, Marshall received his biggest break nine
months later when Eisenhower nominated the former California
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governor, Earl J. Warren to be the justice of the Supreme Court.
Warren replaced Frederick M. Vinson who had died of a heart attack.
Eisenhower along with the rest of the country believed that Warren was
a conservative Republican, little did they know that he would go on to
lead the most liberal panel of judges in the history of the Supreme
Court.10
In December of 1953, Marshall and John Davis, presented their
arguments again and five months later the court handed down its
decision.
On Monday, May 17, 1954, Warren read aloud the opinion of
the justices declaring," [we] conclude that in the field of public
education, separate but equal has no place. Separate but equal
educational facilities are inherently unequal. Therefore we hold the
plaintiffs and others similarly situated..., deprived of the equal
protection laws guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment." 11
At the sounds of these words, Thurgood Marshall had made his
dream a reality and paid tribute to his mentor, Charles Huston. The
United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled that segregation in
public schools was unconstitutional. Therefore,Plessy v. Ferguson
which had stood for fifty-eight years, was overturned. It was predicted
that the decision against the Board of Education would, "endure for
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many years as one of the great foundations of a stable and ordered
constitutional system, and one possessing epoch-making significance in
the evolution of constitutional democracy."12
Brown v. Board of Education rattled the bones of many
Americans; for some the battle to uphold Jim Crow laws was just
beginning, and for Marshall also, this would not be the end.
Unfortunately, Marshall had to take time out to attend to more
immediate personal matters. His wife Vivien was diagnosed with lung
cancer, and in February of 1955 she died. The two had been married
twenty-six years, but never had children because they devoted their
time and efforts to Marshall's career.'3 When he remarried in 1956 to
to Cecilia Suyat, Marshall did not focus on his career at the neglect his
personal well being, and in 1956, Thurgood Marshall Jr. was born. In
1958, Marshall's second son, John, was born.
Throughout the late fifties Marshall remained at the forefront of
the civil rights scene. He was a part of the counsel arguing for the
protesters of the Montgomery Bus Boycott. In 1957, when governor
Orval Faubus closed down Arkansas' schools as a final attempt to
prevent desegregation, Thurgood Marshall represented the nine
children who were not allowed to enroll in Central High School in Little
Rock. In 1959, the courts ruled that the closing of public schools was
11

unconstitutional and they were reopened in August.
Marshall's career had catapulted as a result of Brown v, Board
and other anti-segregation cases. He was now in the public limelight
and the name that he had made for himself throughout the fifties,
established him as a force to be reckoned with. In 1961, President John
F. Kennedy appointed him to the second circuit of the Federal Court of
Appeals, ajob that he would have for life, and in 1965 President
Lyndon B. Johnson appointed Marshall to be U.S. Solicitor General. He
was somewhat reluctant to accept his nomination; although the
solicitor general is the third highest law position in the country, it paid
much less and did not provide him with the job security he had with his
appellate position. He eventually agreed, and as solicitor general he
worked to change many civil rights laws, and because of his reputation
and fame, Marshall was often to referred to as "Mr. Civil Rights.1114
Thurgood Marshall had climbed up the government ladder
higher than any other African-American, but his ascension was not
complete until 1967 when he was nominated by President Johnson to
the United States Supreme Court. The panel that he had gone before
with thirty-three cases - twenty-nine of them victories - he would now
be a part of. Thurgood Marshall graced the bench with his spunk,
candidness, and humor, until June 27, 1991, when he announced his
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retirement from the court due to bad health.
There are sudden historic events that occur for which people can
trace back the moment it happened and remember their reaction.
Likewise, I remember the day I turned on the television and heard the
news of Marshall's retirement. My heart sank as I was overwhelmed
with sadness.
As an African American, I have been raised to admire, respect,
appreciate, and be grateful for Black leaders. So, when a man like
Thurgood Marshall, who has meant so much to my own culture and
history, said he could no longer be a part of this nation's most
influential body, I could not help but to feel a great loss. Also, I feared
for this country's future. Thurgood Marshall was the last member of the
Warren Court, and his resignation signified an end to an era of judicial
liberalism. It is said that, "no American lawyer in this century of
lawyers, probably no judge in America's history, has given more life to
the law than Marshall." '
Although I know the court will never be the same, I can only
hope and believe that the legacy of Thurgood Marshall will endure as
long as his contributions to this nation's democracy. His fifty-eight year
career as a protector of justice, has earned him the right to called a
hero, and the honor of being labeled "Mr. Civil Rights."
13
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Roadside Kill
By Kris Dotto

She's siphoned her failures
Like gasoline fumes,
Choking, thinking that someday
"It'll get better".
Now when I see her,
I think of the chances
That she's let fly.
I can talk till I'm bluer
Than the desert sky—
She won't hear me out.
The vulture and I
Understand each other; I
Sit and watch as she
Flounders in her fix—
But I don't think I'm hungry.
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FAMILY HONOR
By Liz Carver

I remember Momma screaming at Mary. Maryd been puking
again. Poppa was hiding somewhere, either down at the club or in
the parlor with a pair of Boiler Makers. He doesn't say anything to
anyone anymore. He and Momma used to scream at each other all
the time. They'd get so loud the neighbors would come out and
listen. They's stand in the street hearing Poppa call Momma all sorts
of terrible names. Then she'd screech she never loved him, not even
on their wedding day. Then she'd throw pots at his head.
Things changed. I was never sure exactly when. I guess not to
long after Mary started getting sick. She tried to hide it, creeping
down the stairs as quietly she could, trying not to wake anybody.
We shared a tiny room and I'd see her scurrying out, silhouetted
against the rising sun. I didn't think much about it until Momma
found out. It was one of those nights that Poppa worked a double
shift and Momma waited up for him. She caught Mary as she raced
around the stairwell, hand over mouth, for the toilet in the cellar.
After that things happened real fast.
Momma beat Mary hard with a leather strap, punctuating every
welt with strong words like "disrespect," "ungrateful," "tramp" and
"Whore." Mary didn't go out anymore, nor did Momma let her take
calls, especially from boys. Poppa stood there and watched. He got
real quiet when Aunt Lavida descended on the house in her Sunday
hat and brass knobbed cane. Her and Momma took things in hand. I
spent a lot of time upstairs, being too young to understand and
admonished to study and pray. The walls were thin, so as I stared at
fading daisies no secrets were hidden from me.
Mary confessed. A sordid story spilled out, worse then Momma
ever dreamed. The strap turned red as Mary repented. His name
was Jack, or at least that's what he told her. He worked in an office,
had a new car and a wife with four kids. He couldn't marry and
redeem her. Mary loved him and I think she wanted to keep the
baby. That, however, was not an option.
Momma and Aunt Lavida made the arrangements. They didn't
ask Poppa or Mary. Mary, she just cried a lot. Poppa's blood shot
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eyes watched everything but his lips never spoke a word. They were
protecting family honor. So they thought; so they said.
The house was very tense and silent for the next month or so. I
spent all my time reading anywhere but at home. Poppa got drunk
every night. Mary, well Mary was a prisoner. She disappeared.
Momma made her call and quit her job. Word was put out that she
was ill and had gone to stay with her relatives in the South.
When she did leave, she went to something like a foundling home
for orphans. It was a place to send unwed mothers to have their
babies without anyone being the wiser. the children are adopted by
good Christain families and the mothers are returned home cured of
their disease. Face would be saved and Mary could wed a virgin to
some nice boy. Momma and Aunt Lavida knew of the place from one
of their female friends. Mary left in the dead of night, just when she
was beginning to thicken at the waist.
After that, life took a semblance of normalcy. Everyone
pretended Mary never existed. Our little sister Olga soon learned
not to ask where Mary had went and slept with me instead of the
crib in Momma and Poppa's room. I went to Jr. High and wondered
what it was like for Mary. I built up this picture in my mind of a cold
gray place with pale faces behind dusty windows. It was a hybrid of
a prison and a haunted house, created by my imagination. Momma
and Poppa started fighting out in the street. Once or twice he hit
her, when he was drunk. Momma lost a few teeth and had a gap in
the middle.
We heard from Mrs. Holnec, the administrator of the institution.
If Mary ever wrote, I never knew it. Months went by. Then we
learned Mary had born a son and named him after Poppa: David
Matthew Kovick. She would be home in a couple weeks, once the
swelling went down. Poppa walked out and didn't come back for
three days. Just before Mary came home, Momma cleaned the house
from roof to rat-infested cellar, and baked.
Mary came back. Momma acted as if the last eight or so months
never had happened. Mary had only been seeing friends in the
country. Mary walked softly lest the floor boards might squeak. I
never asked her about what it had been like, or where she had been,
though I wanted to.
Over years, the incident faded, only to nag at the corners of the
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mind when Poppa wore a grim frown and stared at Mary's stiff back for
minutes at a time. Poppa drank, spending most of his time at the club and
leaving most of his pay check there. I think he wanted his grandson. I took
Olga with me everywhere. It wasn't good for her to watch Poppa retch in
a bucket, or slam Momma around. Mary became a secretary where Poppa
worked. I went off to college, and moved to the city. Olga married. Poppa
died.
Momma still lives in the house on the hill and now there's a toilet
upstairs. Mary's a spinster and lives with her yet. Sometimes I wonder
about answers to questions I never asked. Would they have ever been
answered? Would things have been different if Mary had said "no;" could
she have,with one person beside her, even if it was just me? Why did Poppa
have to grieve over the loss of his only Grandson?
David Matthew Kovich.
GOD
Momma
I remember.
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From Humanness to Godliness:
The Story of Nicholas Kazantzakis
By Stavros Akrotirianakis
"The dual substance of Christ—the yearning, so human, so
superhuman, of man to attain to God or, more exactly, to return to God
and identify himself with Him—has always been a deep inscrutable
mystery to me. This nostalgia for God, at once so mysterious and so real,
has opened in me large wounds and also large flowing springs. My
principal anguish and the source of all my joys and sorrows from my
youth onward has been the incessant, merciless battle between the
spirit and the flesh and my soul is the arena where these two armies
have clashed and met."l
—Nicholas Kazantzakis

During the latter part of the nineteenth century, bands of
Turkish guerillas living in Crete swept through and ravaged Cretan
villages. At this time of destruction and constant threat of revolution,
in 1883, Nicholas Kazantzakis was born in the Cretan city of
Heracleion.
In oppositon to his environment, Nikos Kazantzakis was a shy
and private man, whose goal in life was to try and find an escape from
conflict. As a youth, his escape came through forming an interest in
religion and with learning about the lives of the saints. Having read in
the scriptures that God created man in His image, Kazantzakis
developed an intense desire to identify with God and to attempt to
become like Him. He yearned to be a writer and often dreamed of being
able to put his thoughts about religion and God down on paper so that
they could be read by others. Most of all, however, he wanted to leave
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Crete and the violent environment which had marred his childhood.
Tormented by anxieties related to his youth, Kazantzakis found
relief in travel.2 He studied law at the University of Athens and
philosophy at College de France in Paris. He also studied art and
literature in Germany and Italy. Later he journeyed to the monastery
at Mount Athos in Greece to study religion. During the course of his
studies, he found the lives and ideals of such diverse people as Buddha,
Lenin, Christ, Darwin, and Homer to be very enlightening.3 They
would serve as an influence on his later life and in his writing.
In addition to travelling for purposes of education, Kazantzakis
later traveled as both a representative of Greece and on his own to the
Orient, the Middle East, Russia and throughout Europe. Experience
and knowledge gained from his travels are the basis for his writings. By
the time he died, he had written eight novels, a book of poetry, a volume
on philosophy, four travel books, and an autobiography.
Although he traveled extensively, Kazantzakis remained very
much a Greek, evident in that he practiced Greek customs and values
throughout his life. He never returned to the island of his birth, yet its
influence formed the foundation for his ideals.4 He believed that to be
human was to battle opposing forces for the purpose of attaining
godliness in conflicts such as violence versus peace, altruism versus
lust, work versus pleasure, and the spirit versus the flesh. He declared
that the goal of every person was to overcome these conflicts in an
attempt to imitate the purity and perfection of Jesus Christ. His
attempt at resolving these conflicts for himself is evident in all of his
writings. Each work resolves a different conflict, but when looked at
collectively, resolution of all these conflicts is what he believes stands
between humanness and godliness.
Crete's violent history of continual invasion seemed a perfect
metaphor for his own life with its conflicting forces.5 He viewed Greece
as placed geographically and spiritually between East and West and
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defined the Greek experience as the constant struggle between these
antithetical forces, with the Greek civilization being their fusion.6
Because Kazantzakis believed Greece stood at the center of the world's
conflicts, he chose Greek villages for the settings of many of his novels.
In 1938, on the Greek island of Aegina, Kazantzakis tried to set
up a mining operation. During this venture, he met a happy-go-lucky,
jack-of-all trades named Alexis Zorba who volunteered to help him on
the project. The operation was a failure, but Kazantzakis had made a
new friend from whom he learned a great deal. After the venture had
failed, Zorba and Kazantzakis parted and never met again. However,
Kazantzakis used their brief relationship as the basis of the book Zorba
the Greek, which was published in 1953.
The book is set on the island of Crete. The main character,
Alexis Zorba, is a magnificently vital man whose years have not dimmed
his delight in the pleasures of the flesh or the wonder and mystery of
the universe. In the story, Zorba, a wanderer, works with a rich
Englishman, exploring the shafts of a mine on the Englishman's newly
inherited property. When they begin work on the mine, it continually
collapses and all the workers run away afraid. Only Zorba has the
courage to stay in the mine and work. Frustrated by the continuing
collapse of the mine, Zorba finds relief and pleasure in dancing. He
abandons the mine with a new idea of building a ship to sail around the
world with the timbers growing on a hill of the property.
Two conflicts arise and are resolved in this book. The first deals
with prejudice versus tolerance and occurs when Zorba developes a
relationship with a woman who is an outcast in the town because she is
xeni, a foreigner. Disregarding the woman's nationality, Zorba marries
her out of love even though the whole town despises him for doing so.
Some time after their marriage, she becomes ill and dies. The whole
village waits outside the house for her to die so they can go and steal
her belongings, and when she dies, the townspeople refuse to bury her
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because she was French. Content that they had a good relationship,
and rather than sadly dwelling on her death, Zorba goes to work on a
slide he designed to get the timbers down the mountain in order to build
the ship.
One can see through the relationship Zorba shared with his
wife, he is telling people not to be afraid to love or respect someone just
because that person might be an object of others' prejudice. Rather, love
and respect should be given based on whether a person is worthy of
respect, not what others may think.
A second conflict that is resolved is the inability to divorce
oneself from work and indulge in some of the pleasures of life. When
the mountain slide is finished, the townspeople have a feast and gather
to watch the first logs come down the mountain. By the time the third
log is at the bottom, the whole slide has collapsed, sending wood timbers
flying and rolling, and sending people fleeing in every direction. After
all the villagers are gone, Zorba and the Englishman sit down to eat the
lamb from the feast so that it will not go to waste. He says to the
Englishman that "You're on a long piece of string, you come and go, and
think you're free, but you never cut the string in two.7 He concludes
that one needs a little madness or else one never will dare to cut the
rope which binds one to obligations and be free. The Englishman,
realizing that Zorba is right, asks Zorba to teach him to dance, Zorba's
favorite way of expressing his freedom, and his most pleasure-filled
activity.
From this book, one learns that an important component of
being human is to not always be in conflict but to enjoy life as well. To
do so, one must take chances and not always keep oneself bound to
obligations and a structured lifestyle. In order to have happiness
everyone needs to be a free spirit sometime and to experience some kind
of risk instead of always being bound to a structured life. Through the
energetic character of Zorba, Kazantzakis has brought to life someone
22

who has resolved the conflict between work and pleasure by seeking
pleasure as a contrast to working all the time.
Another conflict, altruism versus lust, is addressed in the book
The Greek Passion, The story is set in the Greek village of Lycovrissi,
which is under constant threat of a Communist takeover. Lycovrissi is
governed by a group of elders, including a self-indulgent, powerful,
domineering priest named Grigoris, a hereditary leader called the
Archon, a miser named Ladas, an army captain and a schoolmaster.
Outside the village live a group of wanderers on a moutain called the
Sarakina, who are led by a priest named Fotis, a God-fearing and pious
man.
Every year, the people of the village reenact the Passion of
Christ. Certain villagers are chosen to play the various roles in the
story by the elders of the village. After all are chosen, the members of
the cast then take on the roles of their characters for the entire year.
After being chosen to portray Christ, Manolios, a humble
shepherd boy, and those who were appointed to be his "disciples," go to
the mountains to read the scriptures and adopt the roles of the apostles.
They become altruistic toward everyone and forsake all the material
things that they once had.
Eventually two factions form around the town of Lycovrissi.
One group is led by Manolios, priest Fotis, and the disciples. They live
their lives by the ideal that "the man who shows charity to his brothers
in this fleeting life will have as his reward the life eternal."8 The elders,
led by priest Grigoris, frown on charity, and curse Manolios and his
followers. By cursing Manolios, they are in a sense, denouncing Christ.
This prompts Manolios to say "It is you, the priests who crucified Christ.
If he came down upon earth again, you would crucify him afresh."9
The climax comes is when Michelis, the son of the Archon, who
is chosen to play the Apostle John, decides to give all his inheritance to
the despised wanderers of the Sarakina. After his father dies, Michelis
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tries to collect the inheritance but is turned away and is accused of
being a Communist, along with Manolios and all his followers. Michelis
counters the elders accusation by saying "our Christ is poor, persecuted;
He knocks at doors and no one opens to Him. Your Christ is a rich
notable, who hobnobs with the"lO elders. The elders find Manolios the
most dangerous because "no fault can be found in him,"lland so he is
killed with the "blessing"12 of priest Grigoris. Priest Fotis mourns
Manolios by saying that "two thousand years have gone by and men still
Crucify"13 Christ.
The conflict of the book centers around the choices of following
Christ's example by being altruistic and charitable, or choosing to not
follow Christ and living a life of lust, want, and greed. According to
Kazantzakis, to solve the conflict between altruism and desire, one must
strive to become like Christ. The book was appropriately named The
Greek Passion for two reasons. First, it reenacts the Passion of Christ
in the setting of a Greek village almost two thousand years later.
Secondly, it is the passionate desires of the Greek people as well as the
rest of the world that keep them "crucifying Christ" 14 to this day.
The conflict addressing violence versus peace with fellow
human-beings is the theme for The Fratricides. This story is set in the
Greek village of Castello and takes place during the Greek Civil War in
1947. During this war, Greeks supporting Communist ideas, the Reds,
fought against the non-Communists, the Blacks. At the center of
Castello is the church of the Holy Virgin Mary, the patron saint and
protectoress of the village, and her priest, Father Yanaros, The story
takes place during the Holy Week before Easter, a solemn time when all
Greeks set aside other tasks to attend worship services. The conflict
occurs because although all the villagers, Reds and Blacks, come to the
church services to pray together, the moment they set foot outside they
resume fighting.
As the priest and spiritual leader of the community, Father
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Yannaros attempts to unite the people and end the civil war in his
village. He pleads for peace by saying that "man is weak and sin
appears tempting. Man needs mercy, not justice."15 The priest
wonders how there can be peace when the soul lives in the stench and
filthy pit of manure, the body. 16 He concludes that men kill each other
because they are selling themselves out to ideals like Communism and
Fascism and forgetting the basic human nature which tells men not to
kill each other. 17 He compares Christ to Greece and all mankind by
pointing out that both Christ and the world suffer, are crucified, and
wait for a resurrection.
Concerned with bringing tranquility to his village, the priest
turns to three solutions: Christ, leaders, and the people. He says that
Christ will not bring unity to the village because He does not mettle in
people's affairs. The leaders are out because none cares for all of the
village, only for the faction of Reds or Blacks which they are leading.
Therefore, peace for the village, for Greece, and for the world, lies in the
hands of the people. 18 The people must choose to live at peace with
each other and choose to eliminate violence. They must decide not to
"desert Christ on the cross"19 but to live by the ideals for which Christ
lived and died. The people of the world will be resurrected when they
choose to live at peace with one another rather than in constant
conflict--the belief preached by Father Yanaros for which he ultimately
was killed by the Communist guerillas.
The final and ultimate conflict of Kazantzakis, the battle
between the spirit and the flesh, is put forth in The Last Temptation of
Christ. Since the dawn of Christianity, the argument has raged over
whether Christ is human or divine or both. Christians have the basic
belief that He is divine, a member of the Holy Trinity along with God
the Father and the Holy Spirit. If Christ was solely divine, Kazantzakis
wondered how He could have "suffered" a human death on the cross.
Consequently, he concluded that Christ is also human. The Christ of
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Kazantzakis is far more man than God—a man torn, like Kazantzakis,
between the conflict of the spirit and the temptations of the flesh.20
Christ suffered on the cross the pain and death of a human being, and
He suffered the temptations that come upon all people. What
distinguishes Christ from the average person is that through a strong
spiritual existence, He was able to avoid succumbing to those
temptations. It is, therefore, the Christ of weakness whose struggles
become the struggles of people, whose fears, pain, temptation, and death
become a model to give people strength.21
In The Last Temptation, Kazantzakis portrays Christ as the
average man. He has a normal childhood and grows up learning the
vocation of carpentry after his father. He is tempted by Satan in the
wilderness as well as other more common temptations and He
overcomes all of them. A final temptation comes as Christ is on the
cross. For a moment, He thinks of being a father and a husband,
raising a family like ordinary men. He thinks about how pleasant it
would be to just "roll along like the clouds and waves and not be
devoured by this care for the world."22 He overcomes this final
temptation and expires on the cross for the sins of all people.
Christ conquered all the sinful pleasures of life: desire for
women, riches, power, and the joys of youth. Christ was even able to
conquer the most prevalent of weaknesses: fear and self- doubt.
Kazantzakis's Christ is a free man who achieves victory over evil and
fear by His constant struggle with temptation. Christ is an example for
all people to follow. People struggle just as He struggled, but through
His triumph over temptation, people will find the strength to overcome
their own temptations.
The Last Temptation, however, was viewed as extremely
indecent, atheistic, and treasonable23 and condemned by the Greek
Orthodox Church and the Greek people. While not understanding that
Kazantzakis was praising Christ for overcoming temptation and
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becoming a model for all people to follow, they criticized him for his
blasphemous24 account of the life of Christ. So negative were the
feelings towards the book and toward Kazantzakis that he was
excommunicated from the Greek Orthodox Church, which denied him a
funeral service upon his death in 1957.
After examining the above four books as well as the other works
of Kazantzakis, one will see the common theme of resolving conflicts in
all of them. Whether it is overcoming work by living life to its fullest
like the free-spirit Alexis Zorba, conquering lust and desire to become
Christ-like as Manolios was in the passion play, attempting to eliminate
violence and make peace with everyone like Father Yanaros, or
overcoming temptations like Christ, the paramount message of
Kazantzakis is that everyone can attempt to achieve godliness through
resolution of conflicts, and if everyone desires to be like God, the world
can rid itself of the war, violence, and strife which trouble its people.
Even today, the ideas of Kazantzakis are scorned by the Greek
people, who themselves are in the midst of constant political unrest.
They take the ideas of Kazantzakis as a personal insult to the Greek
people. There are also people in many other parts of the world who
condemn the works of Kazantzakis. Perhaps the reason for this
condemnation is that Kazantzakis is right and people are not ready to
hear the truth that they are basically selfish rather than giving, they
succumb to temptation rather than conquering it, they make war
instead of peace, and they destroy what is good around them rather
than attempting to preserve it. It is only very recently, at a time when
people are discovering that the ideas of Kazantzakis must be
implemented in order to save the world from pollution, nuclear
destruction and other conflicts so prevalent in our society, that he has
gotten a small measure of respect and consideration.
There is a saying "To err' is human; to forgive is divine."
According to Kazantzakis, to be human is the desire to obtain divinity
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and the purpose in life is to resolve the conflicts which stand between
humanness and godliness. Resolving conflicts would create world peace
and perpetuate civilization. Since peace and goodness are ideals
preached by God, when people try to imitate God by working together
for peace and abandoning the self-fulfilling motives they possess, only
then will we be able to preserve the world and the ideas of Nicholas
Kazantzakis for generations to come.

The struggle with conflict ends only with death. Nicholas
Kazantzakis ended his struggle against conflict and his attempt to
achieve godliness on October 26, 1957 with the words:
Then elpizo tipota
Then fovame tipota
Eimai lefteros.
I do not hope for anything.
I do not fear anything.
I am free!25
—from the tombstone of
Nicholas Kazantzakis
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Ashes
By Arlene Soto
Fire, dancing on our little Chinook
licking at our life.
. .it happened when we went
•
tumble
tumble
tumble
until we reached the straw-grass.
My Sea-world sandals
melt in the 100 degree
weather.
Glass everywhere,
a sparkling sea of diamonds.
The men pulled mama from underneath.
She lay there, still, gashes draining
onto the ground.
Sweaty men, fat women wearing braids,
all brown
running...
to help us?
No, to get the best bargains in town.
"Apurate, ya viene la ambulancia!"
Our clothes hung on branches,
becoming home.
The men in blue
dragging Mama
to where we sat.
Our heads in our dirty hands...
BOOM!
Cheet-os
and my doll's head
shoes and shirts
and wood and glass
mingled with smoke
and flames
blackened the sky
then trickled down again.
and mama lay there,
missing all the action.
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Ode to a Wheat Thin
By Floyd Cheung
O thou perfect edible Square,
Our world lacks respite and charm
Only spinning with cyclic drear:
Paper, home, and other meaningless work
Ceaselessly strewn in semesters of Chaos.
Kindergarten to college, countless
Pictures to be colored, term papers to research.
All are Hoops of Vanity.
But thou, my bidimensional Golden Delight
Even the Muses must savor,
For you weave Order in corners four
And bring Salt to a tasteless decaying earth.
With you there is Hope for a thousand eons
And every Race shall bend
Their lips to you in glorious supplication.
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SCIENTOLOGY:
Why The Cult Movement Of Dianetics
—A Science of Thought—
Became The Religion Of "Knowing How To Know"
By Bridget Brady
"
...miracles don't happen. It's always the apparatus and the spiel which
have to do the work. The clergy have the same sad experience. God is
silent and people chatter."
INGMAR BERGMAN
in The Magician
"Unfortunately, the person who does not want you to study Scientology
is your enemy as well as ours. When he harangues against us to you as
a 'cult,'a 'hoax,' as a very bad thing done by very bad people, he or she is
only saying, 'Please, please, please don't try to find me out.' Thousands
of such protesting people carefully investigated by us have been found to
have unsavory pasts and sordid motives they did not dare (they felt)
permit to come to light..."
L.RON HUBBARD'
Leader of Scientology movement
"We insist on a standardized application of technology. Anyone who
alters it, of course, is not practicing Scientology as we have standardized
it. Organization and standardization of the technology is required to
have a mass movement for freedom. There's no contradiction... If you
have a cancer, you cut it out."
BOB THOMAS'
Church of Scientology Minister
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"To the extent dianetics is dependent on one man, it is a cult. To the
extent it is built by many minds and many workers, it is a science."
JOHN W. CAMPBELL'
editor of
Astounding Science Fiction
PART I: A NEW MEDICAL BREA1THR0UGH SEEKS VALIDITY

Since the dawn of the nineteenth century rationalists, science
has come to replace religion, as religion had once replaced magic. Our
cosmos, once inhabited by spirits and deities, so it would seem, is now
governed by mechanical, functional, natural laws, rendered and visible
in the tangible technologies of science. Science, according to Sigmund
Freud, has "broken through the illusion and infantile projection" that
religion, the "obsessional neurosis born of anxiety and wish-fulfilment,"
had provided.4 Recently, the trappings of religion have been projected
onto a science of thought. This self-proclaimed, medical, philosophical,
and scientific breakthrough has become one of the fastest growing and
most controversial religious sects of our time. It seems the process has
been reversed. Science no longer replaces religion, but may walk handin-hand through fields of thought with it.
Scientology is a movement which straddles the boundaries
between psychology and religion. Through auditing'(a type of psuedotherapy practiced by members on other members), the individual learns
to release his ultimate inner potential. Correct application of the
knowledge he receives from the movement will, it is claimed, lead to the
freeing of the individual's superhuman spiritual nature. In this process,
the individual will also learn to throw aside his current physical
limitations, especially his psychosomatic illnesses and his lack of
confidence in himself.
The auditing phenomenon started with L.Ron Hubbard's book
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The Original Thesis sometime in 1948.6 In it, Hubbard lays out a plan
of psychotherapy influenced by the likes of both Pavlov and Watson,
Breuer and Freud, that can find and erase engrams (recordings of a full
perceptic content of a moment of pain, unconsciousness, or emotional
loss), in such a way that the scientologist can control his memories, thus
eliminating all his psychoses, psychosomatic illnesses and general
deviant behaviors.' The believer is now back at his original state of
clear, a normal mind, the one we are created with, incapable of errors in
computation.8
Unable to find a publisher for the work, Hubbard hooked up with
his editor at the magazine Astounding Science Fiction (to which
Hubbard often contributed), John W. Campbell, and Campbell's medical
friend, Dr.Joseph A.Winter. Together, the three submitted two separate
papers on dianetic therapy to the Journal of the American Medical
Association and the American Journal of Psychiatry, but both were
rejected on the basis of a lack of scientifically valid case histories.9 In
Dr.Winter's book, A Doctor's Report on Dianetics: Theory and Therapy
(written after having left the movement), he remembers the reception
Hubbard's ideas on dianetic-therapy received:
Some of the psychiatrists - perhaps the more progressive and
open-minded ones - had evinced an interest in the novel
postulates and intriguing conclusions of dianetics. . . It was
noteworthy that most of the people whose interest in
dianetics had been augmented by this presentation were
members of the laity, rather than the profession, and I
thought that I could detect in their attitudes the fervor of
the convert, rather than the cool, objective interest of the
scientist. The professional people evidenced an interest in
the philosophy of dianetics; their interest was repelled,
however, by the manner of presentation of the subject,
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especially the unwarranted implication that it was necessary
to repudiate one's previous beliefs before accepting dianetics.'°
In the face of a quick failure, Hubbard then decided to write a book for
the laity rather than continuing to concentrate his efforts on an unhearing medical profession.
This book was titled Dianetics: The Modern Science Of Mental
Health. According to Dr. Winter, terminology in the book was revised for
the layman with the following criteria in mind, "Older teiininology or
terminology from other medical fields" would be avoided, "because the
acceptance of a term from a certain school of thought might imply
acceptance of the tenets of that school of thought."" Already, Hubbard
was planning for an easily understood system that would enable him to
gain a large following, while at the same time insuring that his
followers understand that he insisted on "loyalty" in thought within the
movement. However, he still needed more medical backing for dianetics
to be accepted as a true science.
In September of 1950, the American Psychological Association, in
the interest of the public welfare, called on psychologists not to use
dianetic therapy. Struggling to remain fair and impartial, yet
professionally responsible, they stated that:
While suspending judgment concerning the eventual validity of
the claims made by the author of "Dianetics," the association
calls attention to the fact that these claims are not supported by
empirical evidence of the sort required for the establishment of
scientific generalizations. In the public interest, the association,
in the absence of such evidence, recommends to its members that
the use of the techniques peculiar to Dianetics be limited to
scientific investigations designed to test the validity of the
claims.""
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It seemed Hubbard was losing the battle. In October of 1950, Dr.Winter
finally severed his relations with the Hubbard Research Foundation and
left to establish his own dianetic practice. Hubbard was now thoroughly
abandoned by all true scientific resources of validity. The book Dr.
Winter wrote soon after, A Doctor's Report On Dianetics, openly
criticizes Hubbard and some of his methods, and at the same time
argues emphatically that there are valid and valuable aspects to
Dianetics. Hubbard had once claimed that any potential auditor had
merely to be "any person who is intelligent and possessed of average
persistency."" Dr. Winter claims that, "something more than
enthusiasm for a new idea was needed to make a good therapist.1114 The
doctor had never met a clear. He did however, support the principles of
the existence of prenatal engrams, and the importance of precise
methods for locating troubles whose cause was psychosomatic, but he
was completely frustrated with the science-fiction elements of
Hubbard's thinking, and he often felt that the effects of the techniques
used might not always be beneficial to the pre-clear especially in the
hands of inexperienced and poorly trained auditors. The absence of
scientific research disturbed him; it was the purpose for which the
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation (of which Dr.Winter was the
first medical director) had supposedly been established."
Dianetics faced many problems with both scientists and possible
followers. Among these, first of all, were, where were the clears that
twenty hours of auditing were supposed to produce? The clears
proclaimed by Hubbard failed to exhibit the properly superhuman
mental capacities before any large lecture groups.16 Secondly, numerous
court battles and instituted proceedings claimed Hubbard's "Dianetic
Research Foundations" were teaching medicine, surgery, and a method
of treatment without license. And, thirdly, Dianetic membership was
non-exclusive. An enthusiasm for dianetics was the only criterion for
membership. It also lacked a clear locus of authority. With the dianetic
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following technically defined as a cult, Hubbard was recognized as the
acclaimed leader of this new 'science,' but it did not give him the right to
to determine doctrine, practice, or membership. Therefore, faced with
disinterest, bankruptcy, and legal suits (including one from his wife,
Sara), Hubbard looked for a way out.

PART II; IN THE BEGINNING... A RELIGION FORMS
To attempt to discuss the postulates of Scientology as a religion
would take a much larger work than an eight-to-ten page term paper.
Such science-fiction notions as Gorilla Goals occurring 319 trillion years
ago to 83 trillion trillion trillion years ago - exist side-by-side with
easily swallowable redefined philosophical/psychological ideas such as
the Eight Dynamics for Survival (Self, Sex, Group, Mankind, Animal,
Universe, Spirit, Infinity or God, in that order). Gorilla Goals are
defined as aberrations (deviations or departure from rationality)
implanted into the thetan (the life source, the personality, the energy
source of the person either with or without a body) that were then overimplanted with the goal To Forget on the planet Helatrobus by aliens
through the aids of hypnosis and suggestion some 38 trillion to 43
trillion years ago.'7 To wit, Scientology, for all its precursor behavior as
a simple medical science, became a very complicated religion. Yet,
Hubbard still attempted to instill a sense of scientific truth into his
followers. For example, many of Scientology's articles (written in a style
and syntax invariably similar to his), seek special pertinence and
validity by being contributed anonymously and referring to him
(Hubbard, or 'Ron') in the third person.
Hubbard learned that though he wanted respect for his theories
as a science, to insure the success of his theories he must turn to the
trappings of religion, for the very terms under which dianetics would be
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studied as a science, would instantly repudiate any scientist of worth.
Hubbard didn't want and couldn't afford questions; he wanted
acceptance.
Thus, Scientology has undergone a transformation from a group
of enthusiasts for a lay psychotherapy, Dianetics, to a tightly organized
and controlled following for a religious movement, Scientology. Cults are
individualistic, prone to disintegration. The transformation of such a
cult as Dianetics into a religious sect is a strategy by which its leader, L.
Ron Hubbard, sought to perpetuate and enhance the movement's status
by achieving authority both legally and morally. This helped to create a
stable and cohesive following. Expansion is world-wide and strong.
Scientology's following primarily encompasses the English-speaking
world, with twenty-six centers now spread across England, the U.S.,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Rhodesia.18
Scientology claims equal success in other countries, but at the present
time only three non-English-speaking centers are active, in France,
Germany, Denmark, and Sweden.19
This is not to say that Scientology's theories weren't equally
attacked by both the layman and the authority, as Dianetic's theories
had been. As a religion, however, some legal attacks were futile. In
February of 1969, the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington, DC, forced
the Food and Drug Administration to concede that K-Meter literature
(electropsychometer - a type of rudimentary lie detector designed to test
the pre-clear's reactions to therapy, and claiming a type of 'cure-all'
status, almost like a drug) must be treated as scripture, because from
the point of view of Scientology,"auditing or processing is a central
practice of their religion, akin to confession in the Catholic Church."20
To be fair, there were some legal battles that were victorious
against Scientology. IRS inquiries contended that the Founding Church
of Scientology had a substantial nonreligious and commercial aspect to
it, through the sale of auditing and training services, books, pamphlets,
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and E-meters. The argument was simply that Scientology had not
operated "exclusively" for religious and educational purposes, as defined
in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. From 1956 to
June of 1959, the Founding Church of Scientology in Washington, D.C.,
took in gross receipts totaling $758,962 in Washington alone, and never
less than ninety percent of this gross income came from auditing and
training services, rather than from something as clearly religious in
nature as donations.2' What was demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
court was not that Scientology was functioning as something other than
an organization with spiritual overtones, but that it was functioning for
the profit of somebody, that somebody being L. Ron Hubbard. Pending
the 1966 IRS order that the Church of Scientology pay all its back taxes
for the past decades (at six percent interest), Hubbard 'officially' left the
movement as its leader. But Hubbard's departure from Scientology in in
no way affected IRS inquiries, nor did it affect the movement's power or
expansion rate. For years, until Hubbard's death, it was claimed by both
current and ex-members of Scientology that 'Ron' headed everything.
Nothing was done or said without his extant permission, and he
continued to write all literature and doctrine pertinent to the
movement's beliefs.

PART III: THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES,,.
Why turn dianetics/scientology into a religion? Why ally with
religion? Aside from being mere opportunism, Scientology is making
itself bulletproof in the eyes of the law. Though an association with
religion seems a reduction of the ethics and purposes intrinsic to
Scientology itself, one of the most important and monopolistic reasons is
that society accords to men of the church an access not given to others.
Prisons, hospitals,and institutions can not do otherwise than welcome
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men of the church. Shrewd moves for expansion. As a religion,
Scientology offers as 'salvation' an alleviation of psychosomatic ills and
psychological disabilities. Salivation is increased success, efficiency and
competence. Scientology deals with the pain of this world. It seems
almost a logical outgrowth of the economic situation in America. A
religion designed for the mass market. Dianetics was and is an explicit
form of therapy; Scientology tends toward occult and spiritual ideas of
theta, past lives. It has been broadened from a do-it-yourself therapy to
a cosmology or theodicy, endowing the universe and individual human
life with meaning, and explaining the individual's current condition.
"Clears," and"Operating Thetan" levels are merely ways of initiating
the follower to the movement's mysteries through self-labelization. And
though some may laugh and scoff at the weirder aspects of Scientology
as a religious belief, or even maintain a relatively high-degree of
antipathy toward the movement's mechanisms of social control(the
Board of Ethics), it is possible that those theories can co-exist with a
continuing and fervent belief in the theory and practice ofauditing as
valid psychotherapy.
It would be naive to label Scientology a fraud or con; that is not
the point. A con is when you get somebody to pay money for something
you say you will do for them and then you don't follow through.
Scientology, however, gives, or attempts to give, exactly what it
promises. The question is, do you accept the definition of yourself that
auditing offers, and do you believe that only Hubbard's system will
salvage you? There is something in us which must be satisfied by such a
psycho-sociological movement, which is merely a confusion of fantasy
with scientific claims. Modern people reach out on the one hand for
scientific authority, and on the other hand they seek some realm of
fantasy in which their irrational tendencies can temporarily have full
play. Modern man is anxious, demanding security, and because this
commercial and industrial society suppresses our fantasy life and
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imagination, we then must seize upon the new forms of magic. For
some, the magic is Scientology.
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It Won't Forget
By Amy M. Raat
Not in love with you.
Never was—actually.
No tears when you said good-bye,
None now, either.
You weren't special, weren't worthy.
I remind myself constantly—
Every hour, on the hour.
Could repeat it forever.
The heart remembers though,
Aches without yours near...
Its beat keeps me awake at night;
Makes concentration a chore.
Why won't it forget—
Block out your eyes
From mine when I drift to sleep.
Losing you—in the physical sense—
Wasn't the hardest thing I've done.
But the remembered
Looks, touches, feelings
Live on inside my heart...
I honestly don't want you—
Your problems, your fears, your needs.
Can't manage yours and mine
Is what my head shouts—
Its words fall on a deaf heart.
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The History of Homosexual
Chicano/Chicana Literature:

By Anthony M. Navarrete

L examining any piece of Chicano/Chicana literature we find
that one of the most striking characteristics of the genre is the use and
rigidity of gender and sexuality roles, along with the autobiographical or
semi-autobiographical form of the prose. This combination makes for a
very telling window into the structure of sexuality (among other things)
in the Chicano/Chicana community. Given this propensity to at least
describe if not analyze the cultural attitudes towards sexuality, and
given the stereotype of traditional Chicano and Mexicano machismo (be
it accurate or not), the incidence of homosexuality in the Chicano!
Chicana community is intriguing, as is the form the literature takes
when actually written by Chicano gays and Chicana lesbians.
Before continuing, there are some teims and concepts that must
be clarified. The term Chicanos / Chicanas is very controversial and
even among Chicano/Chicana scholars no agreed upon definition can be
arrived at. At its simplest though, the term has traditionally meant
Americans of Mexican descent living in the United States. The term is
fairly regional with its most frequent usage occurring in California, with
significantly less usage in the Mexican identified states of Texas and
Arizona, and the term is virtually absent from the Spanish-identified
population of New Mexico. Chicanos/Chicanas is also a very politically
charged word, and many people who label themselves as such are
politically motivated to empower their community, instill pride in the
people of their rich heritage and significant historical contributions to
both Mexico and the United States, and to remind the population of
their very recent native (Meso-AmericanlAmerican Indian) past. This
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attitude is certainly the case with lesbian Chicana writers, and also, to a
much smaller extent, the gay Chicano writers. The term Hispanic
(which appears in some of the scholarly material I will be citing, though
not often used by Chicanos/Chicanas) is a manufactured term generated
during the Jimmy Carter US Presidential administration in order to
come up with a word that would encompass all people whose ancestry
comes from Spanish speaking countries.
Another controversial concept that will have to be dealt with is
the concept of machismo. Depending on who is asked, machismo, the
overriding concept of what is held to be 'male,' can have either negative
or positive connotations. For some, to be macho is to be reliable, strong,
and intelligent, but for many the stereotype is associated with the
characteristics of being boastful, stubborn, and abusive (Mirandé).
Though the scope of this paper prevents a full scale examination of
machismo, or why it is historically linked to the Mexican/Chicano
community, and based on such theorists as Baca Zinn and her article
"Chicano Men and Masculinity," for the purposes of this paper I contend
that what has become known as "machismo" is not inherent to being a
Mexicano/Chicano male, in that it can not simply be explained as a
common psychological response to socioeconomic, geopolitical
circumstances unique to the Mexicano/Chicano community, but rather
is a system of male power compensation common to many patriarchal
societies, of which, Mexico just happens to be one.
The Chicano/Chicana community's attitude towards
homosexuality is very complex, somewhat inconsistent, and is deeply
rooted in historical Spanish concepts of masculinity. According to
Bonilla and Porter, Chicano/Chicana attitudes towards the morality of
male homosexuality are not that much different from Anglo attitudes
(446). Generally the community thinks it is immoral, but is willing to
tolerate it so long as it remains a closeted activity. However, this study
also showed that Chicanos/Chicanas are very conservative in regards to
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civil rights for homosexuals, and had the highest measure of people who
would prohibit homosexuals from such activities as teaching college,
giving a speech in public, or putting their books in a public library (438).
What in fact Chicanos consider homosexual activity (for men) is
also fairly complicated and differs significantly from traditional AngloAmerican attitudes towards the subject. According to Carrier, Mexican
male behavior is only seen as homosexual if the participant takes the
passive, or female role in the sex act. "Masculine males who play the
active insertor role in homosexual encounters generally are not
conceptualized as homosexuals in Mexico" (77). So long as they continue
to assume the "insertor" role rather than the "insertee" role in their
sexual relations with other men, adopt a sexually detached emotional
role towards the homosexual sex act itself (that is, not actually claim
love for another man), and in addition to their activities with men,
constantly reaffirm their heterosexuality with female conquests, these
males' activities are for the most part accepted, and deemed
heterosexual or at perhaps bisexual(83). Here carrier draws a clear link
between gender role adoption and societal acceptance. The connotations
of this study are serious, in that it seems that what the Mexican and
subsequently the Chicano/Chicana community finds most abhorrent, is
not a man having sexual intercourse with another man, but a man
assuming the female role while having sexual intercourse with another
man. This is consistent with the machismo concept of super
masculinity, and the culture's intolerance for effeminate or "weak"
males.
From early childhood on, Mexican males are made
aware of the labels used to denote male homosexuals, and
the connection is always clearly made that these
homosexual males (usually calledputos orjotos) are guilty
of unmanly effeminate behavior(78).
Because of early cultural programming such as this, a large emphasis is
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put upon the appearance of the individual, so that it is the sexual role
one portrays which carries their sexual identity. The resulting gender
role rigidity has been correlated to heightened degrees of homophobia
(Bonilla and Porter, 438).
Lesbianism in this community is virtually not discussed at all. It
would be presumptuous to assume that the community is ignorant of
the existence of lesbianism, but rather the existence of lesbianism is
denied. When lesbianism is addressed, the frequent cultural criticism
of it is that the women are not fulfilling their natural role in society as
baby makers and caretakers, thus they are looked upon as destroying
the race. This paranoid machismo fear of genocide has led to Chicana
lesbians being equated as a modern day La Malinche. La Malinche was
an Aztec princess given to the Spanish explorer Hernan Cortes in 1516.
History has remembered this event as La Malinche giving herself to
Cortes, translating indigenous languages for him, becoming his
mistress, and generally facilitating the Meso-American genocide. La
Malinche is also known by her less polite namesake La Chingada: the
fucked one, clearly indicating the amount of hostility the Chicano!
Chicana and Mexican community holds for her. We clearly can see the
amount of internalized self hatred this community must have when we
consider that the woman who they so emphatically discredit is also
literally and metaphorically the mother of the first, and all Mestizos and
Chicanos. It is this hostility which is perhaps the single most
frustrating aspect of their culture which Chicana lesbians write about.
In actually comparing the writing of gay Chicano writers and
Chicana lesbian writers, an overwhelming difference appears. With
virtually no exception, gay Chicano writers write about their sexuality
and not about their Chicano culture, while Chicana lesbian writers
write very passionately about their sexuality, culture, and feminism all
as one entity. The main writers which I will be discussing will be the
gay Chicano writers John Rechy and Michael Nava, and the Chicana
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lesbian writers Gloria Anzaldüa and Cherrie Moraga.
In many ways Rechy falls into a category unto himself. Rechy
was the first openly gay Chicano writer, whose first book City of Night,
was published in the early sixties before the presence of either the
homosexual or Chicano movement. Unlike later writers such as Nava,
Anzaldüa, and Moraga, Rechy had no one to model his work after, or a
community within which to function. It would not be until the early
eighties, twenty years later, when homosexual Chicanos/Chicanas
would start putting out other works.
There were many reasons why Rechy's City of Night caused a
stir, not only within the traditional publishing world, but also in the
homosexual community as well. Rechy's book dealt with an aspect of
homosexual culture which many homosexuals were trying to downplay,
that was of the homosexual prostitute or "hustler." Not only did Rechy
expose this tender area of that community, but he radically waved it as
a banner of sexual liberation; he celebrated that which many people
tried to deny. Additionally, the explicitness, some would even argue
prurientness, of Rechy's prose was also another radical concept in
homosexual writings. Rechy describes with pride every erotic, climactic
moment of the sexhunt for the protagonist in this autobiographical tale
of sexual awakening.
Except for the first chapter of the book, where Rechy describes
his life at home in El Paso, Texas, there is virtually no reference to his
Chicano culture anywhere in City of Night, or in The Sexual Outlaw,
which was published 14 years later. For the most part, the closest
Rechy comes to discussing his culture is when he is narcissisticly
describing his easily acquired deep tan. Rechy, whose father here was
Scottish and his mother Mexican, expresses in his writing in the first
chapter of City of Night his love for his mother, and her "fierce" love for
him. He also described his father, a bitter, cold man whose only
outward affection to him came in the form of sexual molestation. From
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his home life, Rechy came away with a feeling of absolute isolation, an
obsession with staying young, and no idea of how a man can healthily,
warmly show love to anyone.
Though Rechy is certainly an advocate of his homosexual
lifestyle, he is not hesitant to describe both the futility and exhilaration
of the homosexual world. In The Sexual Outlaw, Rechy presents us
with a documentary of three days and nights in the sexual
underground. Interspersed with the sexual encounters described here
is a manifesto for sexual revolution against the heterosexist society
which Rechy sees as so violently determined to extinguish
homosexuality in general. It is only when confronted with the overt
intolerance of straight society and specifically his contact with the
municipal heterosexual stormtroopers, the police, that Rechy discovers
the politicization of his lifestyle. This consciousness is somewhat
fleeting though, and other than in these few instances of rage and
frustration, Rechy seems concerned with only one thing, fulfilling his
ego with another affirmation of his sexual desirability.
Chicana lesbian and historian Emma Perez argues in her article
"Sexuality and Discourse" that,
Both women and men are addicted to the very
thing that destroys them.. .the social sexual relations
between men and women condoned by the patriarchy.. .Of
course, gay men and lesbians who mimic the
heterosexual arrangement inherit patriarchy's problems
(Trujillo, 173).
This attendance to heterosexual patterns while remaining homosexual
may be what causes Rechy to be living out a kind of homosexual
machismo, that is, concentrating all his efforts at proving himself
sexually potent and desirable, while remaining emotionally detached
from his sexual partners. He is attracted to men based entirely on
physique, and has little sympathy for those who do not meet his
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standards of attractiveness. If the object of Rechy's obsession had been
women instead of men, he could very easily be said to be exhibiting the
classic negative stereotype of machismo. Much like the "queens" and
"studs" in the homosexual community which Rechy comments upon,
Rechy himself seems to find the only way of expressing and
conceptualizing his own sexuality is through traditional gender role
adaptation, and it seems that Rechy has chose the emotionally
detached masculine "macho" man.
Rechy describes three forms of sexuality in his life, these are
hustling, numbers, and mutual exchange (The Sexual Outlaw, 47). In
hustling, Rechy derives pleasure from knowing that other men desire
him enough to offer him sexmoney just so that they can give him
pleasure. In hustling, Rechy hardly ever reciprocates the love, he
simply wants to know he is still desired, sometimes just the offer of
sexmoney, the knowledge that someone still wants him, is enough to
momentarily quench his thirst for ego support. In numbers, Rechy
engages in extremely promiscuous sex, often going to known parks,
bars, and alleys where he knows there are other gay men waiting for
nameless sexual encounters. In this set up, Rechy is quite literally
going for quantity and not necessarily quality, though even in numbers
he does have his physical standards. Finally in mutual exchange,
Rechy enters into the sexual encounter not only accepting pleasure, but
offering it as well. There is only a slight hint of love relationships in
this, but it seems Rechy is almost afraid to admit it. Repeatedly in
City of Night and in The Sexual Outlaw, when Rechy finds himself just
finished in a passionate encounter with someone who he might actually
desire and care for, he practically runs away... as does his partner.
Rechy has expressed his deep fear of rejection on a physical plane
repeatedly in The Sexual Outlaw, so rejection on an emotional plane
would seem to be devastating for him. It is this which leads me to
belive that Rechy so vehemently defends and promotes promiscuity and
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hustling only partially because he truly believes in it, but also because
he deeply fears the alternative, monogamous love relationships,
because he fears that they simply do not exist in this world, or more
frighteningly, that they just do not exist for him.
It is the underlying sense of loneliness in the lives of the
characters which Rechy and Michael Nava share, that and their use of
Chicano culture, which is again conspicuous by its absence. Nava is a
lawyer and writes mystery novels and stories, and has published three
novels centering around the character Henry Rios, himself a gay
Chicano lawyer. The novels The Little Death, Goldenboy, and How
Town are all well written mystery novels for pop culture which just
happen to feature a protagonist who is homosexual. As Nava stated in
the forward of a mystery anthology he edited "these are not stories
about the experience of being gay, they are about gay people's
experiences" (Finale, 8) This is already a radical departure from
Rechy's approach. Nava seems to be a little bit more comfortable about
his Chicanismo though, in that his main character has a Spanish
surname, has direct contact with other Chicanos in the stories, and
occasionally Henry Rios even speaks Spanish. To a degree Nava's work
could also be characterized as not being "stories about the experience of
being a Chicano, but about a Chicano's experiences."
The most telling cultural statement made in his work is in the
short story "Street People"(Finale, 193- 241), the character Ben Weiss
deals with a Chicano family where a young boy is being physically
abused by his uncle, and the abuse is being covered up by the boy's
mother. In this relatively small story line in comparison to the body of
Nava's work, it seems Nava is commenting upon the stereotypical
abusive macho male, and the ever subservient Chicana/Mexicana
mother-female. Again we see the Chicano/Chicana community's desire
to hold on to a rigid societal role, where the perceived stability of that
family unit is more important than the reality of the child abuse
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occurring in the home.
Nava's attitude towards the character's (and one would presume
his Own) homosexuality seems much more stable, and self-accepting
than Rechy's. No small part of that may be that Nava grew up in an
entirely different world than Rechy, coming of age in a time where
there was a gay liberation movement, and a Chicano movement.
Undoubtedly finding a peer group who can offer acceptance and
support would foster a greater sense of self as good, than someone
growing up only knowing prejudice, hatred and turmoil.
Nava also does not deal with the world of hustling at all except
in the story "Street People," and even there, Ben Weiss eventually got
off the. streets. In his Rios novels, Nava shows that monogamous loving
relationships are possible, and he feels more desirable, even in the
case of Henry Rios's lover who has tested HIV positive. Even with this
courageous and devoted relationship which Rios and his lover have,
there is still a sense of loneliness in him, though it is certainly more
subtle than in Rechy's work.
Overall, the differences between Nava's and Rechy's work far
out weigh the similarities. True they are both writing about characters
who happen to be Chicano homosexuals, but their way of conveying
this experience, and the way they construct their literary worlds for
these characters is diametrically opposite. Rechy, apparently
convinced of the fact that homosexuality will never be accepted by
straight society has resigned himself to exposing the graphic
differences between the straight and gay world with an explosive
vengeance born of his own narcissism and confrontational fatalism.
Nava on the other hand, weaves homosexuality very effectively into his
story lines, almost imperceptibly, so as to emphasize that its existence
is not incongruous with the concepts of partnership, love, and
monogamy, and to illustrate that gay life is just as "normal" as straight
life.
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Unlike the Chicana lesbian writers, there is no real solidarity in
the world of the gay Chicano writer, at least not in what can be seen
here. In an interview with Chicana lesbian writer Ana Castillo,
conducted by Marta A. Navarro, Castillo commented upon the
difference in the quality of relationships between men and women, and
how this is linked to socialized gender roles.
I would really like someone to define what an
ordinary friendship is between two women, because we
are so conditioned toward compassion, toward intimacy,
toward nurturing, that in our relationships with each
other we do this. Men are not conditioned toward
nurturing each other, supporting each other. To go out
and conquer the world, yes, but not in that kind of
mothering way, that compassionate way, that underlying
loyalty that you have for your children and for your
family, that selflessness (Trujillo, 119- 120)
Even though gay Chicanos have challenged other parts of the
traditional male gender identity, perhaps it is because they still cling to
this non-nurturing model of what a male is "supposed" to be, that has
hindered the formation of an organized"brotherhood." Though they may
be homosexual, Carrier, and Bonilla and Porter have shown, that for
most Chicano males, masculinity, and the appearance of machismo is
still important. Equally, it may be the Chicana lesbians' desire to hold
onto the "nurturing" characteristic of their traditional gender identity
which has facilitated the phenomenon of their "sisterhood."
Throughout Chicana lesbian writing, there is a great deal of
value put on this sisterhood: the sisterhood they find in their
feminism, the sisterhood they find in their Chicana community, and
the sisterhood they find in their lesbianism. For writers such as Gloria
Anzaldña, CherrIe Moraga and other Chicana lesbians, there is no way
of writing just about their sexuality, or just about their Chicana
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culture. In the introduction to the anthology Chicana Lesbians: The
Girls Our Mothers Warned Us About, Carla Trujillo writes,
For our own survival, Chicana lesbians must
continually embark on the creation or modification of
our spirituality and familia, usually implying alteration
of the traditional, since these institutions, by their
nature, profess to be antithetical to the Chicana lesbian
existence W.
Though outright homosexuality for men is still considered
immoral in the Chicano/Chicana community, there still is a place for it
in the society, and its existence is at least acknowledged (Bonilla and
Porter, 437- 438). Lesbianism on the other hand is so taboo, that
though it is recognized, it is never talked about, and its existence is met
with much hostility. The Chicana lesbian writer does not have the
luxury gay Chicano writers have of choosing to write only about their
sexuality. In Tern de la Peña's "Beyond El Camino Real," the character
Monica struggles with her lover's inability to understand her Chicana
lesbian duality while traveling through the very Anglo Midwest.
Jozie tries to understand, but she doesn't help by
saying, "I don't think of your as being Chicana-1 just
think of you as being my lover." Hearing this, I wonder if
she can ever really know me. I am Chicana! My identity
evolves from being Chicana and lesbian. I don't even
know which comes first (Trujillo, 87).
Most of the female characters in Chicana lesbian literature have
some distressing if not violent confrontation with a demanding male
figure. As Anzaldüa writes, "for a woman in my culture there used to be
only three directions she could turn: to the Church as a nun, to the
streets as a prostitute, or to the home as a mother" (Borderlands 17).
All three of these institutions in one way or another are shaped in the
servitude of men, be it a husband/son, a prostitute's client, or a male
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God and clergy. The institution of marriage is a holy one in many
cultures, and the Catholic culture of Chicanos/Chicanas is no different.
But even here rape images are apparent as in Moraga's short story "Sin
Luz," where the rape and sodomization of Carmelita by her drunk
husband results in her miscarrying their latest child, who would have
been a boy. The violence of this act is described with a chilling
powerlessness on Carmelita's part, as her husband continues satisfying
his drunken urges. One of the symbols of male potency traditionally,
has been a man's ability to father sons, but the consequences of this
man's vicious act has resulted both in the death of his son, and the
husbands own metaphorical emasculation. In this sense, Moraga is
stating that men's oppression over women is a violent act not only
against women, the fact of which is not in question, but against men as
well.
Along with the violated and helpless female/wife theme, the
Chicana lesbians also often write about their mothers, and the complex
relationship they have with them. There is a strong identification and
respect for their ChicanalMexicana mother figure, that all at once gives
them pride in their mothers for selflessly working to keep the family
together, while at the same time often causing them to feel unloved and
betrayed, because the Chicana/Mexicana mother is always supposed to
put the man's interests first, and the daughters get lost in the shuffle
(Moraga, Loving in the War Years, 102-103). But the relationship goes
beyond that. As is typical of the Chicana lesbians writing, they describe
their experiences and feelings for their mothers with all their senses.
Moraga describes this deep sense on confusion and love when visiting
her sick mother in the hospital after months of separation.
"Whatever you do, no llores." But my tIa had not
warned me about the smell, the unmistakable smell of
the woman, mi mama- el olor de aceite yjabon and
comfort and home. "Mi mama." And when I catch the
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smell I am lost in tears, deep long tears that come when
you have held your breath for centuries (Loving in the
War Years, 94).
Because the Chicana lesbians struggle to improve their chances
to be autonomous women, they come in direct conflict with many
culturally sacred institutions, as noted earlier by Trujillo. But this
desire to change the culture has the culture up in arms. Vendidas, sell
outs, these women are called, as the ancient stigma of La Malinche is
once again hurled at them. But these writers take La Malinche and
embrace her, refusing to let the current and ancient patriarchs define
her. La Malinche I Malintzin I La Chingada / Malinali was not the
cause of the fall of the Aztec empire, they argue. The Aztec empire, and
the start of the Meso American genocide fell under its own fascist
patriarchal weight after the Aztecs oppressed the surrounding tribes,
and upset the natural balance between men and women (Anzaldüa,
Borderlands, 34; Moraga, Loving in the War Years, 100).
The vendida label is placed upon Chicana lesbians also for their
relations to Anglo women. Because many Chicana lesbians (and gay
Chicanos as well) have Anglo partners, the larger Chicano/Chicana
culture thinks they are ashamed of being Chicano/Chicana, in their
eyes, not only are they committing the sin of not increasing La Raza by
not having children, but they want so much to distance themselves from
the culture that they do not even want a Chicano/Chicana as a lover.
Once again this brings the stigma of La Malinche, because she was
Aztec and Cortes was European. This attitude is evident even within
the Chicana lesbian community itself, as Martha Barrera explains here,
the confusion of this internalized color consciousness.
.While talking race with a friend, I put down a
well-known person of color for not being ethnocentric
enough because he has an Anglo wife.[...]Every time I
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remember that incident, I can't help flinching inwardly.
I don't consider myself to be a hypocrite, yet in the heat
of proving myself to be "browner than thou," I became
one. Why? Is it guilt because the woman I'm in love
with happens to be an Anglo? The answer is yes, which
angers me because it means that I have internalized my
culture's message: Those that hang with Anglos are
corrupted (Trujillo, 80).
The stigma of selling out one's culture has been thrust at Chicana
lesbians for so long that many have internalized it. Many Chicana
lesbians achieved sexual "consciousness" through the predominantly
middle/upper class white feminist movement, and though this
experience exposed them to valuable feminist theory, the movement
itself was notoriously classist and racist. Increasingly, women of color
realized they needed their own movement, and the anthology This
Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color, edited by
Moraga and Anzaldiia, was one of the beginnings of this movement.
The world of the Chicana lesbian writer is a diverse one, from the
politicized reminisces of Moraga, to the mystic feminist Meso-American
cosmology of Anzaldüa, to the epistolary journeys of friendship of
Castillo, this diversity never the less, does not prohibit similar styles
and images from occurring in their works. There is a class
consciousness apparent in the writings of the Chicana lesbians that is
largely absent from gay Chicano writings, as is the Chicana lesbians
undying affinity for their Chicano/Chicana community despite its
feelings towards them. While yes there is a deep sense of violation
evident in their writings, Chicana lesbians still have been able to
incorporate humor into some of their work, and one even senses a note
of cautious optimism in their rebellion, as they insist on the inevitability
of their many causes. The writing style of the Chicana lesbians is also
much freer than the gay Chicano writers. They often switch back and
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forth between poetry and prose, and their work tends to be more
psychological and spiritual both in theme and style, similar to other
Latino/Latina and Chicano/Chicana straight writers of "magical
realsim."
Chicano and Chicana homosexual writers as a whole are
fighting many of the same prejudices, but the Chicanos take on the
struggle more singularly where as the Chicanas definitely structure it
as a movement. Rechy, the first of the group, struggled to let the world
know that he even existed and used his writing style to shock people
into recognizing his importance. Nava seems to fight the struggle, at
least on the literary level, by trying to incorporate Chicano homosexual
lifestyles into everyday experiences. Anzaldla and Moraga and the
other Chicana lesbian writers seem to feel that they have no other
choice but to make their struggle out in the open. In their culture,
Chicana lesbianism has no place, and rather than abandoning their
culture as they are accused of doing, they are passionately fighting to
make a place for themselves in this the new Chicano/Chicana
consciousness. Carla Trujillo stresses that,
Chicana lesbians are perceived as a greater threat
to the Chicano community because their existence
disrupts the established order of male dominance, and
raises the consciousness of many Chicana women
regarding their own independence and control (186).
In a article out of the Hispanic magazine Nuestro on the Gay
Latino(a) Alliance (GALA) of San Fransisco, one member said:
In the past, the only options open to gay Latinos
have been to stay in the closet, to risk ostracism by
family and friends, ridicule, taunts and physical abuse;
or to leave the community (Reyes, 44)
But hopefully now these attitudes are changing as the homosexual
experience is gradually gaining some degree of acceptance, and as the
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Chicano/Chicana community learns that their homosexual hermanos y
hemanas can not only exist in the community, but are a valuable part
of it. The Chicano/Chicana community still holds many vicious
stereotypes about homosexuals, but with further exposure to writings by
Chicano/Chicana homosexual writers, and education about their
particular struggle and culture these barriers are slowly, very slowly
being broken down.
But for now, the homosexual Chicano/Chicana is often a person
without a community, being shunned by both their Chicano/Chicana
culture, and the traditional, often racist and classist homosexual
culture, they try to band together in order to give each other support as
the co-sexual GALA has done, and as the sisterhood in the Chicana
lesbian community has done. What many homosexual Chicanos!
Chicanas find most frustrating is the lack of insight people have such as
the straight Chicano/Chicana community, or the white homosexual
community, in not realizing the oppression they impose on others, is
much the same oppression that was and is being imposed upon all
people of color and all homosexuals in our predominantly heterosexist
Anglo society.
CherrIe Moraga, in reflecting upon a conversation she had with a
gay male friend explained,
For him to create an authentic alliance with me,
he must deal with the primary source of his own sense of
oppression. He must, first, emotionally come to terms
with what it feels like to be a victim. If he -or anyonewere to truly do this, it would be impossible to discount
the oppression of others, except by again forgetting how
we have been hurt (This Bridge Called my Back, 30)
Moraga later states that when rooted out, the oppressors hatred and
violence stems from absolute fear of themselves.
It is not really difference the oppressor fears so
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much as similarity. He fears he will discover in himself
the same aches, the same longings as those of the people
he has shitted on. He fears the immobilization
threatened by his own incipient guilt. He fears he will
have to change his life once he has seen himself in the
bodies of the people he has called different. He fears the
hatred, anger, and vengeance of the those he has hurt
(This Bridge Called My Back, 32).
For the most part homosexual Chicano/Chicana literature is
still in its formative stages. Except for the vanguard Rechy, the genre
is a mere 10 years old. As more homosexual Chicano/Chicana writers'
works are exposed to the public, the better an understanding we will
have not only of their struggle with traditional culture, gender, and
sexuality roles, but with our struggle with these same issues as well.
Culture and sexuality are basic to the phenomenon of being human,
and the further study of all of their aspects will only help us to better
understand humanity as a whole.
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Dreamscape
By Stephanie Ferrario
Dropped down into that dark pit,
infamously known as the Cave of Montesinos,
He lies alone,
His lanky body outstretching the cold boundries of the cave,
And in a silent whisper,
Fiction came to life,
swallowed him and brought him to a world of enchanted, miserable
aching legends.
Montesinos begging him,
pleading for the assistance of the Ingenious one of mournful
countenance,
And Dulcinea with all her beauty restored,
fell upon him and turned away,
only to fade away into the cold walls.
In three days which seemed like thirty minutes to the glutton's
eye,
Don Quixote felt, tasted, and sank to the height of chivalric
nonsense.
Without food, without the nourishment of water
and missing the sun,
the epitome of madness, the monkey says maybe, the head shrugs,
who decides
I too have seen the Cave of Montesinos,
felt its cold, stony, life forsaking walls,
swallowed its life and saw my future written upon its stature,
The cave also once ate my soul and seduced my mind.
Alone, I lay upon my bed.
A thousand feet, the legs stood.
The air, white, pure, and full,
So clean, I drank it into my lungs with great fear,
My eyes danced around to find,
the voice, that wicked, lucid voice,
that chanted my name in ecstasy or was it his own mythical
expression of fright?
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I shivered sand sank to run away,
to hide, to cover myself from his pain,
nourished from my own fear.
I watched the cold pillar of my bed,
and saw his hand,
that hairy, clawed swollen unhuman arm,
I reached, grasped, almost yearned for me,
and I yelled.
I screamed into the night,
only to listen to my own whispers begging for help.
Some cold, dark, and silent nights,
I hear that voice call me still,
and I know it is real,
but in reality,
Was it just a dream?
So in this enchanted world of fiction and audiences,
the questions lingers,
hovers and surrounds all of those who look into its staring eyes.
Was it Dream or Reality?
Must we constantly pierce our gullible skin to know the answer?
And when we percieve wakefulness,
Can we assume our perception is correct?
I sit and wonder if the voice that haunts me is one and the
same as Dulcinea's.
And if I believe the vision of the cave is a truth,
If I doubt myself,
May I doubt Don Quixote?
To paint the crooked line between dream and reality,
Belongs to an arm comparable to our weary hands.
Those who hear my tale have a choice,
Am I struck as a madwoman or an enchanted dream,
Just as those who laugh and own the tale of the Ingenious Man of
La Mancha,
reserve their right to make and decide and paint their own picture
of the truth.
Whether they paint as Picasso,
or draw as Michelangelo,
The art is still their own.
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White Lightning
By Kris Dotto
ames Cask got back to Tall Creek at sunset, tired from a
healing. The Browns' baby had been taken with thrash, yellow
blisters like warts studding his mouth. He'd prayed for an hour,
which wrung him out. Then he spent the afternoon making Mrs.
Brown scrub out the baby's diapers.
The drive up Cleary's Hill was mercifully short. Cask stopped
his battered Model A by the beech trees near his house. He slid
both feet out first. Before he stood up, he stuck his cane into the
dirt, on his left side. He could just see it if he leaned over. Toeless,
scarred, fishbelly white. Clumsy, too. If he didn't use a cane, he'd
fall over when he tried to walk.
He went to his pump and pumped water for his garden. He
tucked the bucket under his right arm, held his cane in his left hand.
The dirt felt cool and crumbly under his feet. The dappled shadows
from the beech grove danced around him. He walked sideways,
trickling water on the ground, leaning his weight on the cane.
An old Packard came up the road, its horn blaring. It crushed
the front row of his tomato patch and stopped.
Cask watched green pulp ooze out from under the tires. Stalks
and leaves, broken and crushed, trembled in the breeze.
Dr. Creech climbed out of the car. "Sweet Jesus," he gasped. "I
nearly ran you over."
"Don't take the Lord's name in vain."
"I've got some bad news. Jenny died this afternoon."
The bucket tilted. Cask felt the cold water pour over his feet and
sink into the earth. He shivered.
"It can't be," he said. "Not this soon."
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"Three years is a long time for anyone to live with TB," Creech
answered. "Just be grateful those damned slops of yours kept her
alive."
"Faith in the Lord kept her alive."
"A hell of a lot good it did her."
They walked to the car. Cask dropped the bucket by his beans.
"You'll come for the watch, won't you? It's what I came to ask."
"Course I will." Cask got into the car. "You got anybody else to
look after?"
"Susie Hubbard's been in labor all day. I think there's something
wrong with the baby." Creech climbed in on the driver's side.
"Get a midwife to watch Susie. A man has no business delivering
babies."
"And a hillbilly has no business interfering with my patients,"
Creech retorted. "But I put up with you for three years. Shut up
and hang on."
He backed up out of the plot. Cask saw that some plants had
their roots exposed.
"I might have to pull up more tomatoes than the ones you
crushed."
Creech shrugged. "I'll pay you for 'em later." He stepped on the
gas and just missed Cask's beanpoles, tearing a pth through the
spring grass and downy milkweed.
Cask lived up on Cleary's Hill, behind the mining camp of tall
Creek. Tall Creek sprawled in front of the Pruitt & Son coal mine,
dug into Blackrock Mountain. The miners lived near the mountain's
foot. The engineers and the foremen lived at the opposite end, by
Route 17. The L&N railroad tracks stitched a border between the
camp and the mine entrance. Trains came for the coal shipments,
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bringing in goods for the company store.
Some houses balanced on the broad low foot of Cleary's Hill.
The rest clumped together, separated by slat fences. Each fence,
with its pointed ends, made the place look like a stockade from a
schoolbook. They kept onlookers out, the families in.
The McCray house was small, with bare wooden floors and
handmade furniture. The moist heat outside had soaked inside.
Creech opened the windows, but Cask could still feel the heavy air
on his skin.
For three years now,' he'd entered this house as a friend. As
Jenny's bloody cough lessened, her fevers came more often. He'd
prayed over her, with the Spirit and his love for her holding him up.
The house had a dead emptiness. Its quiet was unfeeling, like
the hole inside Cask, too hollow to ache.
Creech touched his arm. "She's in the bedroom. Come on."
Cask hobbled after Creech. "How'd you find out?"
"Faith came and told me. She found her."
"What about McCray? Didn't he know his wife was dying?"
"Maybe he figured she was just sick." Creech opened the door.
"Got to admit, Jenny's had fevers before that didn't kill her."
Jenny lay on the bed. She had been bathed recently, for the
smell of soap and powder hung around her. Cask could see how gray
her skin was, made chalky by the talculm powder.
"You do this?" he asked.
"Nope. Angela, Reverend Hodge's wife, washed her up and
powdered her. You'd think all Jenny had was a rash."
"It won't keep her from smelling. I can smell her now."
Creech sniffed. "You mean that sweet rosy smell? That's just
some scented soap Angela used."
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"Don't smell like roses to me."
"You're queasy. Open the window, let in some fresh air."
Cask slid the window up and leaned on the sill. "Where's the
little girl?"
"I took her down to the Reverend's house. None of the neighbors
would have her. Besides, Angela should love having a child for a
night." Creech shook his head. "Hell, I wish I could switch Susie
and Angela around. Angela wants a child so bad she can't see
straight, and Susie squeezes 'em out like a sow."
"Did you send for McCray?"
"The foreman said he had to clear out his sections first. You
were a miner, you should've known that." Creech pulled out his
watch. "Six-thirty now. You stay here with Jenny, and I'll go check
on Susie. If the Reverend comes in, make him feel welcome,"
Light was fed through the bedroom window by the rosy haze
outside. Cask opened it wide and looked out. All he could see was
Cleary's Hill, looming in back so high he couldn't see the top. The
sunlight shone off the windows of the houses on the hill's foot. The
narrow room felt smaller to Cask as he took in the high slat fences,
strung clotheslines, and shaded windows.
So quiet at this time of day. Mothers were feeding their kids,
waiting for their husbands to come home. The men would scrub the
coal dust off in tubs set on the porches. The light from kerosene
lamps would glare out the windows for an hour. Then it would wink
out, and the houses would sleep to the crickets' songs.
The sky was creamy with clouds, fluffy with heat. It caught the
soft glow of sunset and blushed like his roses.
Cask wiggled his fingers, damp and sticking to the sill. Each
hand was missing one finger. One finger on each hand was missing
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the top joint. The skin was tight and shiny, with fine wrinkles in it
like crepe curtains. Funny-looking hands that missed holding on to
something.
When James Cask was sixteen, his father got him a job at the
mine. When he first entered the tunnel, the blackness moist and
chill all at once, he choked on it.
He worked alone after he'd injured three partners. he chiseled
after coal like a mole digging for sunlight. His partners hadn't
ducked in time from flying chunks of slate.
When he bought his half-acre on Cleary's Hill four years later, he
fely like a soul released from hell. He would build a house, plant a
garden. He'd live off his produce. He built it up in his heart until it
lived and breathed with him.
James got married when he was twenty. Sarah Johnson was
seventeen and quiet, youngest of a large family in Pine Mountain.
He promised her he'd have the house and the gardens done in two
years. It took that long to build the house. He didn't like using
lumber, so he cut and seasoned logs for a cabin.
The house had to be finished. He'd had enough of looking out on
his neighbors' back fences, their washlines. He looked forward to
beanvines curling over little tepees. His house would look out on the
beech trees and a flower plot. Sarah could hang her washing on the
branches, worry about birds instead of coal dust spotting her sheets.
Between the mine and the house, the only rest he got was at
night. But Sarah woke him up pacing the floor. After some she
showed. He told himself the house would need a room for the child.
Dr. Creech came for him one day while he was laying down the
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plank floor. Sarah's labor took all that day, and that night Creech
handed him the bundle, wrapped in a new blanket. It should have
been in fall; it was late spring. Instead of flowers, he planted the
blue little body, and split a plank for the marker.
The Reverend John Hodges came in with Faith, who caught Cask
by the knees.
"I want to see my mama," she demanded.
Hodges jerked his head sideways, his eyes narrowed and rigid.
"Go and say hello to her." Cask put his weight on the cane to
keep his balance. Faith had him in an awkward position.
"I don't think that's right," Hodges interrupted.
"Why don't you go sit in the kitchen, Brother," Cask told him.
"Just say hello, Faith, and then go sit quiet somewheres."
Faith pulled herself up on the bed. "She looks like she's asleep."
Hodges grunted. "Come on, Faith, let's go." He picked her up
and took her out of the room.
Cask heard the little girl yell, "I'm not going anywhere! I'm
staying by my mama," and hoped she'd hit Hodges somewhere
painful.
Hodges came back, holding his ribs. "She's awfully strong for
six," he gasped.
"Seven."
"Brother Cask, would you pray with me? For our Sister's soul..."
Hodges drew a deep breath.
Cask shrugged and began to pray. He stopped when he heard
Hodges' voice fade.
"Eight years is too long to brood," he said. "Especially when she
jilted you."
Hodges tried to smile. "I don't know why," he said. "I can't see
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what she saw in Ben McCray. Little sawed-off runt... ." He
paused and blushed. "Excuse me. That was an unkind thing to
say."
The apology wasn't meant for him, Cask knew.
Hodges' voice lulled Cask, like the wind in the beech-leaves.
"When we were courting, I'd pretend to run into her on the store
steps. We'd sit and talk until the clerk ran us off. That's all we did
was just talk. . . ."
Cask leaned forward and sniffed Hodges. All he smelled was the
day's heat on the Reverend's clothing, mixed with sweat.
"I want to talk to you, James. I'm sorry we never got along. But
you and Jenny...." He looked at Cask with regret. "I wished
sometimes we had married. Mostly, because you were always around
her."
"I don't want to hear all this."
But when he went to the kitchen, Hodges followed him.
"I'm sorry if I offended you, James. I didn't mean it."
"Never mind. Just get out of my way and let me make a pot of
coffee."
Hodges left. Cask filled the pot with coffee and water, wishing
Creech would come back.
James came to understand marriage after Sarah left him.
He wondered how married folk held fast. A woman stayed in her
house while her husband dug in the tunnels. She bore children made
in the night. He dug in the rock and only saw daylight on Sunday.
Sometimes the women would divorce. Or the men would come home
and find their houses empty, woman and children gone.
The house was finished. He'd found her gone the day he'd nailed
down the last shingle. It was all the reason he needed, to know why.
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The light outside died fast. It shrank away from the houses,
leaving twilight to cling to the roofs. Cask looked up at the hill and
watched trees band together, shadows on shadow.
When the room grew dark, he lit the lamp on Jenny's dresser.
Cask made out the hollows of Jenny's eyes. He found lines the
light cut into her face. Each crease connected, the joined ends barely
seen; if they were ever unraveled, they'd fill up whole years.
He tried to pray as he held her hand, but all he could think of to
say was, "Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth."
Yes, but we all do, he told himself. The earth we walk on in life, and
the hole we rest in when we die. There's nothing else between that
remains ours.
Hodges kept the watch with him. He held his Bible open on his
knees, his lips folding in and out with silent words. Cask listened to
his breath slide through his teeth, tried to fit them with verses he
knew. It's getting late, he thought. McCray should be home soon,
and he'll know about Jenny.
What will he do, when he comes in here? Too late now for words,
for what might need saying. It will come up in his mouth, lie in
bitterness on his tongue. I should have been here when I was
needed. A child was left to chase off the Angel; like swatting a wolf
with a feather.
He saw then how her hair was fixed. Bundled up under her
neck, the bun trailed loose, damp tangles. She'd always braided and
wrapped it against her head. Jenny was strict with her appearance.
I need you here, she'd told him, because people talk. If it were
John, I'd cause so much trouble. ..Jenny had fumbled with the rag,
ribs shaking with each cough. She'd bowed her head between her
knees. The part in her hair dazzled him, white against black; her
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nape flushed....
Cask found the brush and brushed out her hair. Hodges reached
out and took the brush from his hand. Cask watched as the
preacher divided Jenny's hair into strands and wove them together.
He must've thought I'd ruin it, he thought, but he watched how
careful Hodges was with her. It was as if she could still feel a pull
from a strand braided too tight.
The quiet hung between them, almost creaking with its weight.
"That's a good job there," he said at last.
"I've had some practice," Hodges answered. "I've been married
longer than you have."
Later Cask opened his eyes and saw the lamp. He'd fallen asleep
staring at the light. It would explain the dream he'd had, that
Jenny had sat up and looked at him. "Why, James," she'd said, "it's
so good that you're here. I waited so long for you to come."
"I've been away," he'd started to say, "I've had other things—"
And then a sound like a gunshot, a slammed door, woke him.
Creech's voice made him grit his teeth with its sourness. "--in
the room, Ben. I tried to get word in to you."
"How long's she been . . . ?" McCray's voice cracked.
Cask looked at Hodges. The preacher's chin was buried in his
shirt. Cask shook him awake.
"Come on, Reverend. We better get out and let the man see his
wife."
"McCray's here? Oh, Lord," Hodges muttered.
Cask hobbled to the living room. McCray leaned on the table, his
fingers pressing into the wood. His hands were streaked black, the
coal dust thick as soot.
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Creech stood beside him. "I told you'l tried. He said you'd get
out when you finished your section. Not before."
McCray sobbed. "God damn him. My wife's dying and I can't
leave the section."
Hodges winced. "I'll get you some coffee, Ben," he said. He laid
a hand on McCray's shoulder. The miner pushed him off.
Cask sat on a chair. "Ben, just sit down and take care of
yourself. You've got your girl to look after."
"Where is she?"
"She's with Angela," Hodges called from the kitchen. "She'll be
fine."
McCray nodded. He stepped back, looked toward the bedroom.
He passed Cask like a shadow. The light from the bedroom was cut
off as the door slammed shut.
Creech went to the kitchen, coming back with the coffee pot. He
poured himself a cup of coffee. "Either of you gentlemen want
some?"
Hodges shook his head.
Cask took a cup and drank. It was bitter from sitting on the fire.
"How's Susie?" he asked.
"Fine. Mother of the ugliest babies I ever seen in my life. But
she's all right."
"Twins? That ought to make Roy happy," Hodges mused.
"If I were the man, I'd find a shotgun and blow my brains out.
These days, with Pruitt laying everybody off left and right, nobody
can afford to have kids."
"You take what the Lord provides," Cask said. Take it and
appreciate it, he thought. Roy Hubbard'll sooner look for that
shotgun.
Creech shook his head. "I'll ask Ben when he wants the funeral.
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Will you be there, James?"
"You think I'll be wanted?"
Creech grinned, showing his teeth. "Neither will I."
"Then it's time I left. I'll come by tomorrow, see what I can do."
He was at the door before he remembered to say, "Good night."
When he came to his house he lit a lamp and looked at his
tomato plot. One part bloomed under velvety leaves. The other part
lay churned with earth. He got out the rake, cleared the plot, hurled
the mess to the other side of the road. The vinegary smell of young
tomatoes clung to his hands. He washed his hands under the pump,
washed until his fingers tingled. It wasn't a cold night, but the
breeze raised gooseflesh on him.
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Twins
By Elizabeth Householder
How do people tell you apart?
I'm me and she's her.
Why don't you two dress alike?
Pardon me while I laugh.
If one of you is hurt does the other feel the pain?
We're sisters, not aliens.
Wouldn't it be cute if you each married twins?
"Cute" is not the word.
Is there anything you dislike about being a twin?
She's always there.
And the best thing?
...She's always there.
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CANDLES IN A SIENA BAPTISTRY
By Jessica Linsman
One lit from another.
The white wax melds
As the flame carries the passion
of prayer.
Eternal devotions
for those who aren't.
The private chapels;
patrons from years passed.
Masters of the Rennaissance
created on the walls
of these chapels.
A rosary is found, on the
feet of Christ, sculpted from
marble in another chapel,
another church.
The same candles.
The
The
The
for

ceiling is high.
floor is cold.
air is dark,
prayers to be heard.

Noon, and the room
is full. More patrons
lighting candles in the
chapel of the cathedral.
Crossing the self.
Depositing lira.
Saying the prayers.
Continual incandescence
perpetual prayer.
Only until a small woman comes
and extinguishes the waxen beam.
Simply a short sizzle;
Spell breaks.
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The Integrity of the Psalms
By Floyd Cheung

Written over a period of five hundred years and more than a
millennium ago, the Psalms continue to breathe with emotion and life.
This collection of anonymous lyrical poetry stands as the crown
exRmple of Hebrew work in this form, and despite translations through
Greek and Latin, the beauty and meaning of the Psalms still speaks to
modern English listeners. Instead of musing on abstract theological
problems, the Psalm writers simply express their lives' joys and
laments, for the most part directly addressing Yahweh. They employ a
language of archetypes and symbols, so their work echoes the emotions
of peoples around the world. Also, the structures of the Psalms are
usually logical with a universal sensibility. Yet the simplicity of the
Psalms in general should not deceive one into thinking that they are not
carefully written. Rather, the Psalms in English are the result of both
subtle thought on the part of the writers and hundreds of years of
development through translation and editing.
Even in translation, the Psalms still communicate much of the
beauty of the original language. John Livingston Lowes states, "Hebrew
was a supremely translatable tongue," which partially accounts for the
degree of preservation of meaning found in latter versions in other
languages.' The Hebrew vocabulary is extremely pictorial and concrete,
thus allowing for easier translation; different languages share more
concrete than abstract words. For example, translators could substitute
words for "shield" instead of "protection." Not only is the Hebrew
vocabulary good for translation, but the images conjured by universal
concrete symbols translate vividly. Lowes suggests that the original
Hebrew writers think and feel, as well as write, in images.' Often these
images are conjured from their environmental context of the desert and
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river valleys. Thus, Psalm personae sometimes thirst for the river of
Yahweh while stumbling in the desert of doubt. Also, images come from
their way of life; references to agriculture, hunting, war and travel are
quite common. Of course, many of these images are universal, and the
Psalms use much archetypal language.
The world of the Psalms is archetypally light/dark, sweet/sour
and wet/dry as there are only two types of people: the godly and the
godless. "Light," "sweet" and "wet" are concrete words referring to
sight, taste and touch, and, indeed, Hebrew is a notably sensory
language. English, on the other hand, is not; words in English having
to do with concepts originally harken back to words of physical
significance. For example, the word "wrong" originally implied
"twisted." The Hebrew vocabulary never lost this connection between
the physical and conceptual as the English one has. According to the
historical theologian, Ernest Renan, that which distinguishes the
Semitic languages from the Aryan is the fact that "this primitive union
of sensation and idea persists. . . ."I With this use of sensory language,
the Psalms retain their original power and clarity even in translation.
Another factor contributing to the timeless and universal appeal
of the Psalms is its use of the monomyth. The Psalms reenact parts of
the monomyth poetically. For instance, a psalm of praise usually brings
the listener from wilderness, to comedy and finally back to romance.
Psalms of lament, praise and thanksgiving can be grouped into a total
cycle of the monomyth, and this is especially true of psalms having to do
with David. The two most important to the monomythic cycle and most
common kinds of psalms are those of lament and praise.
Psalms of lament communicate the sufferings and supplications
of either an individual or a community directly to Yahweh. Though a
specific problem may be implied, even the individual's lament assumes a
broader suffering with which anyone in a time of trouble can identify.
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Thus, universal symbols are always used; even when a name of a city
such as Babylon is used, one can be sure it represents any civilization of
sin. The structure of psalms of lament almost always include the
following elements in varying orders: (1) a cry to Yahweh; (2) a lament
or complaint; (3) a petition or supplication; (4) a statement of confidence
in Yahweh; (5) a vow to praise Yahweh.4 Though the narrative voice of
a psalm of lament may question Yahweh's justice in a troubled time, he
or she always trusts in Him in the end.
Psalms of praise are the other important and numerous kind of
psalm. C.S. Lewis concludes that these psalms are the spontaneous
overflow of a need to praise Yahweh, rather than sacrifices demanded
by a vain deity. He notes that "praise almost seems to be inner health
made audible."' The two types of spontaneity are declarative and
descriptive. Declarative psalms extol Yahweh's greatness on a specific
occasion, while descriptive ones describe His acts and qualities
perpetually. No matter which kind, psalms of praise always elevate
Yahweh, direct the praiser's being away from the self and toward Him,
and suggest a testimony to share the praise in the community. Like the
psalms of lament, psalms of praise also consistently have the same
elements including: (1) an introduction to praise by an exhortation to
sing, by naming Yahweh, or by mentioning another mode of praise; (2) a
reason for praise and development; (3) a list of praiseworthy acts; (4) a
resolution in the form of a concise prayer or wish.' Psalms of praise
usually exude a feeling of great faith on the part of the praiser that is
often contagious.
Even with the basic framework of structure mentioned above,
the writers of the Psalms improvise freely in order to communicate their
points. One general notable framework that deserves mentioning,
though, is the envelope structure. A theme that is strongly introduced
in the beginning is later stressed again at the end. Also, a few psalms
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are written acrostically for mnemonic reasons. Apart from these
unusual structures, the Psalms abound in creative arrangement of ideas
and strophes.
An important discovery made by the Anglican bishop, Robert
Lowth, in the mid-eighteenth century was the use of parallelism in
virtually all psalms. He said that each line of verse is composed of two
or three "members" (which scholars now call "versets") parallel to each
other in meaning.7 This knowledge was most helpful to translators, and
now parallelism is recognized as the main poetic technique of Hebrew
poets. Parallelism makes sense because the Psalms are usually chanted
or sung by two parties, and each party's verset illuminates the next. Dr.
Herbert Gowen identifies six kinds of parallelism: synonymous,
synthetic, antithetic, emblematic, stairlike and introverted.' The
general tendency for parallelism is to heighten or intensify a line of
verse. Versets usually move from general to specific and literal to
metaphorical or hyperbole. Numerical values are multiplied by ten thus
explaining: "Saul has killed his thousands, / and David his tens of
thousands."9 Parallelism is especially important to meaning and
memory in an oral tradition.
Since the Psalms are sung and chanted in temple services
accompanied by musical instruments, it would follow that they would
have meter. Lowth, Ley, Briggs and Gray confirm that the original
Hebrew writers used meter, isolating no less than two and no more than
four stresses per verset. The most common structures are 3+3, 4+3, and
3+2, but most meter has been forgotten or lost in revision and
translation. In the Middle Ages Jews revived meter, but they employed
the Arabic system. Also, many meter discrepancies were created by
mistakes on the part of editors and translators. For instance, an editor
changed "Edom" to "Babylon" because the former city was not as
significant an example for his or her time. Also, many errors were
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created by the inclusion of rubrics in the text of a psalm. In Psalm 29,
"In his palace all cry, 'Glory!" is included as part of the psalm text,
when it was originally an injunction to the congregation to join in on a
praise-shout.'° So almost all of the metrical integrity of the original
Psalms has been lost, especially to the modern English reader of The
New Jerusalem Bible, for instance.
The Psalm writers use three other important poetic devices that
also have been lost due to various reasons. Of course, since the Bible is
not usually in Hebrew, much assonance cannot be detected. It is
interesting and important to note, though, that the poets stressed the
vowels of the low register of the human voice because the climate
favored the resonance of these chords.1' The original Hebrew poets
commonly use caesuras in the Psalms, but they call them Selah, coming
usually at the end of verses. Also, they use a Teruah or praise-shout in
the Psalms to note the time when the reader should rise in fervor as the
altar fire is lighted.
Indeed, the Psalms serve as the "hymnal of the Temple."" This
poetry is sung with instruments as devotees enter the sanctuary, offer
morning sacrifice, and pray for supplication. The original writers
humbly intended for their poetry to be read in congregational as well as
personal scenes of devotion. The Psalms are effective even today
because of their archetypal language and structural simplicity. Despite
various metamorphoses, the integrity of the faith in Yahweh of the
Psalms survives. Almost all people can identify with the emotions and
situations in the Psalms, and that is one mark of a work in the Canon.
One suspects that the spontaneous joy, doubt, suffering, and ultimate
faith communicated by the Psalms will last forever.
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Psalm of Asmodeus
By Floyd Cheung
Yahweh, open a single ear to me,
God of love, do not play dumb to me again.
2
Listen to the rattle of my chains
and see the snakes of Egypt constrict my limbs.
I am drowning in my own tears.
Guide me to solid ground and fresh water.
1

4

Though I am called a demon, I thirst for you,
and even a hot spirit needs coolness.
Did you not create all things good,
breathing into even my dark nostrils?

Love is difficult to find in Sheol,
bony hands do not caress among the dead.
7 My heart had found a home in Sarah,
my liver leapt for joy in her abode.
8
But she scorned me in favor of men,
she abandoned me for mortals!
Enemies attack me from all sides,
putrid fish, men and angels circle my neck.
10 They grow in strength as the sun before noon,
while I grow weak, waning like the moon.
11
Save me lest I forget you.
Save me, Yahweh, before I fade.
12
Save me from this wretched land.
Save me with water from the river,
11 Wash my brow with salvation,
Anointing my head with soothing oils.
14

I raise my voice to praise you.
I trust you to help me turn from evil,
I know you will pull me up from this pit,
and I shall sing to Yahweh forever.
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The above psalm of lament was inspired by Asmodeus' sorrowful
predicament in Tobit. I believe that his love for Sarah was true albeit
possessive, for "To her the demon does no harm because he loves her"
(Tob. 6:15). With the help of a fish's heart and liver and Raphael,
Tobias successfully marries Sarah. Poor Asmodeus flees to Egypt only
to be shackled and strangled by Raphael (Tob. 8:3).
The psalm has all the basic parts of a lament. A cry to Yahweh
occurs in the first strophe. The statement and development of the
lament takes up the second to fourth strophes. A petition for help is in
the fifth strophe. A statement of confidence in Yahweh and a vow to
praise Him occurs in the sixth strophe. I did not consider meter,
preferring the New Jerusalem Bible style.
By verse, the parallelism pattern is as follows: 1) antithetic, 2)
synthetic, 3) antithetic, 4-9) synonymous, 10) antithetic, 11-12) stairlike,
13) synonymous, 14-15) introverted. Since the lament is from a demon,
I chose to write the cry to Yahweh in contrasting antithetic parallelism.
The development of the lament is in synonymous, but the last verse of it
is in antithetic to increase tension and to serve as a transition. The
petition is in stairlike to build urgency with the multiple use of "Save
me." The last strophe is introverted partially because I wanted to
include all types of parallelism in one psalm, and also because I am
playing with the word "introverted." I see Asmodeus as a proud (v.8)
and self-centered demon who mainly wants to save himself at any cost.
I tried to include much archetypal language as found in many
psalms. For instance, I refer to the sun and the moon in verse 10 with
antithetic parallelism. Also, I employed many sensory words such as
"thirst," "hot," "listen," and "dark." My use of the word "good" in verse 5
is intentionally ambiguous. Strophe 3 is structured around the house
image. Sheol houses the dead; Sarah could house Asmodeus, but the
reversal in imagery comes when she abandons him. My use of the
synonymous pair, "heart-liver," in verse 7 is valid according to Mitchell
Dahood's introduction to the Psalms (xxxiii). The overstatement of "me"
and "I" in the final two strophes reinforce my vision of Asmodeus as an
introverted being. In all cases I try to intensify each verset. The psalm
itself intensifies as I believe the story of Asmodeus does. Though this
psalm refers to a particular event, I hope that the use of language
should be universal enough so that any unrequited lover might identify
with it.
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The Crowded Room
By Jessica Linsman
"STOP"
Movement, movement, I sense movement nearby,
Eyes, I feel their chillingly cold and seducing touch
Upon my neck.
Tight, rigid,
As unrelenting as the last
Again, again.
There is no end, only a beginning,
Stop it, stop it.
I screamed.

Jeanine satin English 251: Introduction to Poetry and tried to
explicate the poem. It was written by an up and coming poet, Dane E.
Baxter. Jeanine thought the poem was about a guy having sex. Her
mind wasn't really on the class, it was only for the Humanities
fulfillment anyway, her mind was more focused on the upcoming
evening. Sam's Bar. A night to simply socialize and relax.
She saw him from across the crowded room, and knew she would
have to make her way to him. However, she wasn't quite sure how to do
it. She walked to the bar, and ordered a Heineken. That was what he
was drinking, and she thought that it would help to make conversation
when she got up the guts to walk across the room.
She couldn't quite figure out why she had to do it. She just knew
inside of her that it was something that she had to do.
That was when she noticed Richard at the other end of the bar.
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She thought about it for a minute. What was her ex-boyfriend doing at
Sam's? It wasn't one the hang-outs he frequented, and when they'd
called it quits, he'd said that he wouldn't be going to Sam's Bar again, so
what was the deal? Jeanine made the vow to herself that she would
leave with somebody that night, at any cost, just to irk Richard.
Hopefully it would be the blond bronze god across the room drinking
German beer.
Jeanine made a point of who were her ex-boyfriends and who
were her former boyfriends. The formers she was on good terms with.
It was that simple. And Richard was definitely an ex.
She picked up her newly opened beer from the bar, and weaved
through the crowded room, heading for the bathroom.
She pushed the door open and groaned at the line. All she
wanted to do was use the mirror. She pushed her way towards the
reflecting glass, and set her beer on the counter. She wiped away a few
flecks of stray mascara and teased her bangs. She opened her purse, to
pull out lipstick and hairspray, and to feel that the condom she had
placed in there earlier was still there, not visible, if she opened her
purse at the bar, or something. It was there, securely hidden. She
hadn't had much opportunity to use a condom since she and Richard
broke up. After the experiences she had had with him, Jeanine hadn't
wanted to use it anyway. It had always been so bad, Jeanine just
seemed to be turned off of sex, since the breakup.
Maybe tonight would be different, maybe tonight I'll score,
thought Jeanine as she blotted the pink paint from her lips.
She picked up the green bottle from the counter, and pushed her
way past all the other women waiting to use the toilets. She compared
herself to all of them. She would rate them on the scale from one to ten.
The brunette in pants was an 8.5. The blond in the mini-skirt was a 7.0;
she was too short, especially for the mini-skirt. The one in the purple
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lycra was a 5; didn't she know that lycra went out last season?
Jeanine made it to the door just as she grew bored of her
comparison game. She always rated herself a ten in comparison to the
others, so it was like there was no use in the competition.
She pushed out from the bathroom door, and glanced around the
room. She could see that the guys from Richard's fraternity had come
in, since she went into the bathroom. So that was why he was here.
How pleasant, Jeanine thought. Well, I might as well give them
something to talk about tomorrow, as she thought of the ways she could
make Richard lose face, just tonight at Sam's Bar.
As she glanced to the far wall, she saw the bronze god speaking
to some guy from Jeanine's International Relations class.
It was perfect. They obviously knew each other, and she could
bring school into the conversation. It would seem so natural, the deity
wouldn't even know she was putting the moves on him.
"Hi! Ijust saw you from the other side of the room, and I was
just wondering what you got on that I.R. paper we got back yesterday?"
She knew she was so smooth, as she let the words tumble out. She
finished off with a sip from the green bottle.
Her beauty and All American charm had always worked and the
guy from I.R. was taken aback that she was speaking to him. He
fumbled with the answer, and asked how she did.
"Oh, I got an A minus. ..but I should have done better." Introduce
me to your friend, will you? thought Jeanine eagerly.
The ESP signals must have worked because no sooner had she
sent them, when the guy from I.R. said, "You know, I'm really sorry, but
I can't seem to remember your name..."
"It's Jeanine." she looked at the I.R. guy and looked at the deity.
'Well, Jeanine, this is my friend Sean. He's a junior. I'm
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surprised you guys haven't met, he's in Poli. Sci., too."
"It's a pleasure to meet you Jeanine, I'm sorry I hadn't met you
sooner in my life." The god was trying to pour it on. Jeanine didn't
care, his looks more than made up for his flattery.
"Well, you know, different circles," Jeanine knew that two could
play at his game, as she smiled and tossed her light brown hair back
with her hand.
"I see your drinking the best," as he glanced at her hands. What
a conversationalist, thought Jeanine.
"Well, I saw what you were drinking, and I knew it was the
best." Jeanine knew that it was getting too thick, after she'd said it.
"Let me get you another," and he was heading back towards the
bar, before she could begin to protest. She didn't like to have guys buy
things for her. It wasn't right. It seemed they always expected
something in return.
Jeanine was left standing there with the guy from I.R., but she
couldn't remember his name either. Jeanine was thankful when Sean
turned back towards them, from the bar, and yelled B.M.O.C. style,
"Hey Mike, you want another? It's on me buddy."
"Uh, no, I gotta be going, but thanks dude." He turned back
towards Jeanine, "Listen, I'm sorry to just leave you with that guy, but I
told a friend..."
"No really, I understand, listen, I'll see you in class on Tuesday."
All the better for myself, thought Jeanine, as Sean walked back towards
her from the bar, carrying two of the green bottles.
Jeanine started to reach into her purse for her wallet so she
could pay him back. She remembered the condom. He sidled up beside
her and handed her the bottle, as he said, "No, this one is on me. I
insist. A beautiful girl like you deserves at least a bottle of beer from a
guy like me."
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Jeanine had to choke her words back, but said, "Really, please,
let me pay." It was important to her.
"No, I can't, it's alright, really."
"Okay, but you have to let me get the next one." She finished off
her first bottle as she looked around the room, and noticed Richard
looking her way. She took the bottle that Sean had in his hand and took
a swig from it. "Thanks, that was really sweet," she said, and gave him
her best smile.
She thought about what it would be like to be a part of a couple
with this guy. They were both All American looking kids, she was a
sophomore, he was a junior, it was ideal. Her parents would probably
even like him. But that was fantasizing a bit much, thought Jeanine.
At the same time, they both opened their mouths to say
something. They caught each other and Jeanine said, "You first."
It was getting late, it was nearing 1 a.m., and Sean had pretty
much monopolized Jeanine for the entire evening. Jeanine felt fine
about that. She had been seen by all the proper people, with the
ultimate guy from school, and Richard had even stormed out when Sean
put his arm around Jeanine about 11, when he was pretending to tell
her confidential facts about his life.
She watched Richard as it happened, and was happy with the
result. He'd said he wouldn't come to Sam's anyway, she thought. All of
Richard's frat brothers stayed around though. Jeanine was sure that
they would report every minuscule detail to Richard when he saw them
next. What was his hang-up? Jeanine thought. She was still glancing
around the bar, to see who was still around, when Sean pulled her out of
her reverie.
"Hey, you aren't well enough to walk back, are you?"
"Well, I'm well enough, I'm just not sober enough," said Jeanine
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with a giggle. "Would you mind walking me back to my room, it's just
across the commons, in Dwight Hall."
"You live in Dwight? I'm there all the time studying. It's a good
place to study, since it's so quiet. I have never seen you there."
"That's why you never see me there, it is so quiet. Well, since
you know where I live, now you have to tell me where you live," she
managed to squeak out, semi-coherently.
"I'm in Graver Hall, just down the common from you. I still can't
believe that we have never met before."
Even though Jeanine's intoxication was so high, she could tell
that he was much more sober than she.
"So will you walk me home, and make sure I get in safe?" she
knew that her voice sounded just convincing enough to give him the idea
that she was naive and innocent, even in her inebriated state.
Jeanine said good-bye to all her friends who were still at Sam's,
as Sean guided her by the shoulder to the exit. They shivered as they
walked into the February wind and across First Street.
"Why don't you come to my room, for a while, I have some orange
juice in my fridge, some aspirin in my medicine cabinet, and some
bread and peanut butter. I'll make you a sandwich. That work for
you?" He still had his hand on her shoulder, and she was beginning to
feel a little uneasy about him. She self-consciously pulled at the strap of
her purse, as she remembered the foil package inside, as well as the
goal she had set for herself earlier in the evening.
She was about to answer Sean's question, when across the
common she saw Richard staggering, tripping drunkenly over his own
feet. Jeanine hoped that he wouldn't see her, but it was too late,
because Sean was already bounding across the grass, "Yo, Rick, are you
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okay, what's goin' on?"
She had no choice but to follow him across the lawn. She caught
up with Sean, just as he helped Richard up from vomiting over the
sidewalk of the common. She knew what would ensue, and she was too
drunk to stop it, or to leave. She needed Sean's help back. As this
thought crossed her mind, Richard realized who was with his friend
Sean.
"Jeanine, Jean, is that you, what are you doing-Oh, I get it, you
and this guy? Is that what it is?" Richard pushed Sean away, "Get
away from me man. You go behind my back and pick up my trash?
Just get away, man."
Sean began to pick him up, to throw a punch at a standing
rather than slouched over fraternity brat, but Jeanine's voice stopped
him, "Sean, he's drunk. So am I, but I'm coherent enough not to start in
with him. Just leave him, okay? It's just not worth it." She turned to
the fallen body of her ex-boyfriend, "Richard will you just give it a
break, get out of my face you bastard." She faced Sean again, "Can we
just leave now, please?"
He put his arm around her, and she shoved it away. They
walked towards Graver Hall, silently. When they walked up the front
stairs, he pulled out his keys, and opened the door for her. She walked
in first, and waited for him to close the door behind him. He put his
arm next to hers and clasped her hand. She didn't mind. The cold air
was a bit sobering, and she was glad to be inside where it was warm,
and where Richard wasn't. She followed him to his room, it was on the
second floor, halfway down the hall. Room 251. Jeanine tried to place
where she had seen the number before, but the alcohol was clouding her
brain.
She followed him inside and took her purse from over her
shoulder and placed it on Sean's roommate's bed. It was obvious that he
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wouldn't be there. Sean sat down on his bed after turning on the T.V.
There was nothing on but videos, and 976 commercials. Jeanine felt her
eyelids getting heavy and she asked Sean for a glass of juice and the
aspirin he had promised her earlier. He got up to get them, and Jeanine
sat down on the floor against the bed.
He sat back down on the bed, and started to rub her shoulders.
Jeanine thought of the purity test she took as a freshman. She
remembered the question about giving back rubs with sexual intentions.
He began to kiss her ears and neck, and she placed her cup on the floor
of the dorm room. The new Madonna video had just begun.
Jeanine opened her eyes while she was kissing the blond deity
and she looked at her purse, remembering the condom in it. It was at
this point that Jeanine realized that she didn't want to use it this
evening. She wasn't entirely sober, and she was happy just to be this
close to a human god.
He moved from his seat on the bed to the floor, next to Jeanine.
He started to reach for her blouse, and she continued to kiss him. He
started on the top button and before she could think about it, he had her
blouse off, and around her shoulders and he was working on her bra.
She just kissed him, and his hands were busy, faster than her mind
could think.
Images were rushing through her head, in the fog of the alcohol.
She thought about the evening at Sam's, the fraternity boys showing up,
and Richard drunk out on the common. She felt her pants being
undone, and then Sean was just kissing her. He wasn't touching her.
He fumbled with her pants again, and before she could think about the
condom in her purse, the green bottles, or pushing him away, she
realized the meaning of the poem, the connection of the numbers and
what had just happened.
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The Fragrance Of Roses
By Kris Dotto

The air turned cold
my father
was hard as ice
Unbreakable in the white-lined coffin.
He was dying for so long
Not a word of protest
Not a break in patience
just a long slow wait
through a long slow death.
Such a smell offormaldehyde
the rotting of the roses
the sweet red candles
Clinging to the tall candlesticks of brass,
thickened and hard.
My father, a tall man
Filling out his casket
sweet smell of cosmetics
and the riper smell beneath it
the feel of death clinging to him
leeching to me as I touched his hands
chilling me with a fragrant breath
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Me. The Bride.
By Arlene Soto
That is me. I am sitting with Mama
on one side, Papa on the other and Papa
makes rabbit ears on my head. They
wear matching Hawaiian shirts and me,
an orange sundress, falling off one
shoulder because it used to be Sonia's.
That is me. Jack-o-lantern smile and pink
tu-tu. Posing like a movie star.
A ballerina without grace.
Red-hot eyes stare at Papa.
Me. Packing my clothes in Strawberry Shortcake
lunch-box. Leaving. Just like Sonia.
"She went on a trip, she'll be back," said
Mama in her black church-dress and
shiny shoes.
•
Me. Standing on the cracked green step
with Papa's hat in my hands, heads too
big. Staring blankly at the dusty brown
station wagon stuffed hopelessly with
boxes. "He went on a trip, he'll be
back," Mama sobbed."Like Sonia?" Mama
ran inside.
Here I am. In a big box wrapped with
Ballet posters and filled with Mama and
Sonia and Papa and David and Hello Kitty
and Espie ... and me in my white dress that
rustles like Christmas and shiny spider
web covers my face. And making promises
to my baby.
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Learning to Float
By Karen Whitehouse

She is dangling her pale toes off the end of the pier. The murky
water is more distant than death to her eight-year-old mind. Her
reflection shows dwarfed, twisted legs bookending a round, straightmouthed face. In the dark mirror her sandy hair hangs straight away
from her face like a corona. Her fruit-striped towel hangs brightly
around her shoulders, covering her daisy bathing suit and the
strawberry mark nearly centered on her chest. She is meditating on the
lake, imagining the different kinds of fish that live there, the sandals
that have been dropped in, the primal ooze on the bottom.
Creaking footsteps interrupt her reverie. She watches in the water
as a second face appears next to hers. She starts to turn, she opens her
mouth in greeting, but the hands of the boy are on her shoulders, and
with a forward shove that drives splinters from the pier into her legs
and buttocks, he pushes her in.
The distant water rushes towards her, and she smashes through
her reflection. Feet meet feet, hips meet hips, arms meet arms, and
then the muddy water is bubbling all around her, closing over her head
like a membrane. The world shimmies above her anguished eyes as the
weight of her body drags her farther away from the air. Her breath
escapes in bubbles. It won't drown with her; it breaks the surface,
blurring her view. The boy is leaning over the water, waiting for her to
come back up. She closes her eyes.
The shock of the bottom startles her. Her feet are sucked into six
inches of rotting plants and fish excrement up to the ankles. She panics
and kicks upwards, trying to free herself from the heavy water and
sludge. She manages to float just off the floor, but she is no nearer to
the surface. She looks up in farewell and sees her mother's green
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swimsuit at the head of the pier, through the weight of the lake.
She feels, more than hears, her mother's entry into the water. Her
mother kicks down and grabs her roughly with her strong, waitress'
arm. Shooting upwards, she and her mother break surface. Her mother
pulls her to the shore and wraps a dry towel around her. "Are you
okay?" she asks. The girl answers with a cough and begins crying. Her
mother swings towards the boy, who has slunk up to the scene, and
begins to yell. "She can't swim, you know! She almost drowned! You
should be ashamed! She could have died!"
The girl is rocking back and forth on the sand, crying through her
blue lips. "I lost my towel," she says. "My favorite towel. My fruit
towel." She is thinking about the corruption on the lake bed. She looks
at her feet, washed clean now from the rise to the surface. No trace of
the offal and ordure remain; her feet are pristine, virginal ivory. She
jackknifes over, gagging on the bilge.

In the dream, all I can see is the ocean, green and flat and endless.
The sky is featureless and grey. Out of the water, I see a hand reaching
up in supplication. I recognize the pale limb as my own. I can see the
mole on the fold of skin between the thumb and forefinger; it is my right
hand. I am a helpless, voiceless observer, a witness to my own death.
The hand clutches at the air desperately, futilely. The hand withdraws
beneath the water, and the water closes over the hand. The ocean is
green and flat and endless, with no trace of the drowner.

She is fourteen now and beginning to grow breasts. She stands in
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front of the misty mirror, still pink from her shower, and notes the
changes. The strawberry mark, once centered, has pulled down and to
the left as her body matured. Now she has to untuck her towel to see it.
She fumbles with the hook-and-eyes of her training bra. The mark just
peeks above the lace. She pulls on the dress her sister is letting her
borrow.
Just as she hopes, Michi suggests they get stoned before they hit
the mall. They pull into the parking lot of a federally-subsidized
apartment complex across the highway from their destination. She
pushes in the button on the cigarette lighter. While she waits for it to
pop out, Michelle produces the joint from her wallet with a
conspiratorial flourish. The sisters smile at each other like cats in tuna.
The lighter extrudes with a bing, making her jump. Mich places
the cigarette between her lips and reaches for the lighter. She holds the
electric ember to the end of the joint and draws with whistling breath.
Smoke winds from the end of the cigarette, and the glow lights up
Michi's lips in the darkness of the car. She replaces the lighter and
wordlessly proffers the joint to her sister.
She takes it clumsily, her stomach twisting. She puts it in her
mouth as her sister did and inhales. The harsh smoke fills her mouth,
but she forces her trachea to pull it down into her lungs. She passes the
joint, cherry still lit, back to Michi, who exhales and accepts it. They
continue to smoke in turn until she can no longer hold the wet dogend in
her trembling fingers. Michi snuffs it out and puts it back into her
purse. "Let's go shopping," she suggests impishly, and starts the car.

1 find myself in a bathroom atrium in a department store, a hail of
mirrors. I do not know where I am or how I got here. I have no idea who
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the black-haired girl powdering her nose is. She is talking to me and
laughing. I do not know who I am. There are facing mirrors on the
walls. I can almost see my selves trailing off into infinity. 1 weave and
bob, trying to catch my selves, but they are as quick as me. They elude
me. I catch their ginger hair swinging out as they duck behind me. I can
hear them laughing.

She is studying her face in the mirror. Her green eyes are round
and serene, free of cosmetics. Her unnaturally dark hair emphasizes
her german pallor. Only the set line of her lips belies her selfabhorrence. She is feeling his cold fingers on her, seeing his plutonic
smile of satisfaction. She is seized by a bout of nausea so strong that
her vision narrows to pinpricks. She sways, then steadies herself by
putting her hand out against the navajo white wall. She has given
herself to him.
She stares at the simple, naive freshman. She has given herself to
him, he whom she despises. She has let him coil himself around her.
She has tasted forbidden fruit; it is rancid, corrosive. She examines her
bare skin. His fingerprints, bodyprints, have flayed her skin but left no
mark. She despises the lips and hands that betrayed her. She is
undone.
She tugs at her hair. He caressed that hair. He has sullied it with
his hands. She cannot bear to look at it anymore and see his hands in
it. She picks up the scissors from the dresser. Taking a handful of
counterfeit black, she saws at it until the entire lock comes away in her
fist. She cuts faster and faster, with a savage joylessness, letting the
hair fall onto the linoleum.
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When there is no more to cut, she lowers her arms and begins to
shake. She hugs herself, scissors still in hand, and slowly collapses
against the mirror. She leans her hot cheek against the frigid glass.
She slides down the wall into a fetal position and pillows her head on
her hair. She is sobbing, her chest is heaving, but there is no sound, no
tears. She is homesick for the womb.

I hear footsteps and voices in my dream. I see nothing; I see
my eyelids. I am curled up on the floor. I do not feel the hardness. I
cannot move, I cannot speak. The voices are hushed, as if in a house of
mourning. The voices are familiar. They are talking about me. How
long has she been like this, one asks. Years, answers another. There is
no hope. She is lost in her own mind. My tongue struggles to deny their
words; I'm all right, I try to say. I am just tired, tired of kicking and
fighting and struggling against the tide. All I need is a little rest in a
dry bed. But my voice is impotent; the footsteps walk away.

She is floating in the ocean with her face turned towards the sun.
Her eyes are closed; she is cradled by the ocean. The waves lull her into
drowsing. The salty water corks her ears. She hums, to hear her
isolated voice filling her head. The hot sun melts the gooseflesh raised
by the icy water.
Her body is mostly submerged in brine. Her aims and head are
surfaced; she can see the water lapping around her strawberry mark,
revealed by her bandeau. Her fingers trace circles in the water. Her
hair, darkened by the wet, floats behind her. She lifts her head out of
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the waves to behold her toes, white and wrinkled and sun-dried. She
wiggles them. They are soaked free of all impurities, clean to the point
of luminescence. Reassured, she lets her head sink back into the water,
to her ears. She closes her eyes and smiles with contentment.
She is surrounded by silence and peace, disturbed only by the mild
rocking of the waves and the blood through her veins. She kicks lazily,
halfheartedly swimming for shore. She is dreaming.
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The Eye Of AT&T
By Kris Dotto
Call and eavesdrop on grand displays
Of plastic wonders and optic lines
Spliced into networks of audiotones.
Now we dawdle by Alexandria's ash,
With nostalgic tears, checking the time
And doing our deals on the cellular phones.
Let be be the need to be free.
The only thing worth having is AT&T.
Out from the corporate wit,
That talks to none, comes new inventions
To breach into private domestic sectors.
If technology presumes, don't go;
Familiarity with the screen will grow.
Let its eye be fully free.
The only thing worth having is AT&T.
--with apologies to Wallace Stevens.
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The Persona of Charles Stewart Parnell
As An Alter-Ego For
James Joyce and William Butler Yeats
By Mona Fortini

Throughout famous works of literature, writers have often
associated characteristics of historical figures with their own personal
identities. James Joyce and William Butler Yeats are two significant
Irish writers who strongly identify with Charles Stewart Parnell, the
nationalist leader of the struggle for Irish Home Rule in the late
nineteenth century. Initially elected to Parliament in 1875 as an
advocate of Home Rule for Ireland, Parnell ascended to the position of
president of the Home Rule Confederation of Great Britain in 1877 and
became the most prominent figure in Irish politics. He further served
as president of the Irish Land League in 1879, and organized
obstruction of parliamentary business in order to advocate Home Rule
legislation. However, when Lord Salisbury succeeded Gladstone in the
office of prime minister, Parnell lessened his political activity.
By 1889 the attempt to implicate Parnell in the Phoenix Park
murders of 1882 had failed, and he was viewed as a national hero.
However, in the same year he was accused of adultery in the divorce
suit of Captain William O'Shea, the Irish home-rule advocate who
attempted to bring about compromise between Parnell and liberal
leaders from 1882 through 1884. Parnell appeared to have been
involved in an affair with O'Shea's wife, Katherine. A coalition of
political enemies and Catholics ousted him from leadership of the Irish
Parliamentary Party, and the rural population of Ireland turned against
its hero with brutal hatred. Even Parnell's lieutenant Tim Healy, who
had vowed never to abandon his leader, finally shifted against him. The
Irish parliamentary party, which had overthrown its great leader
Parnell in 1890, naively believed that the transformation of Ireland's
fortunes would emerge from legislative changes in the English system,
such as the breaking of the veto of the House of Lords. After a year of
campaigning against his enemies, Parnell died on October 6, 1891.
Joyce adapts the myth of Parnell into his life and work. On a
personal level, Joyce "himself is a blend of celebrated victims—Christ
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and Parnell"; as a writer, he searches "for distinguished victims—
Parnell, Christ, himself."' In A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
(1916), the central character, Stephen Dedalus, serves as Joyce's
fictional alter-ego. As a child, when Joyce returned to his home during
these Clongowes years from 1889 to 1891, his father and John Kelly, a
friend of the family, discussed Parnell with great intensity. During
these years, Parnell's image was prevalent throughout Ireland, and
Joyce was stunned by the aloofness of Parnell even towards
acquaintances. In a famous incident which Joyce enjoys explicating, his
family granted Parnell a check for 38,000 pounds, and he did not offer
any words expressing appreciation in return.3 Although many
individuals associated themselves with Hamlet, "Joyce fancied himself
as a Parnell.114
Parnell, who was also famous as Ireland's "uncrowned king," was
not yet on his way to becoming Ireland's tragic hero. The London Times
attempted to discredit Parnell by publishing a letter, alleged to be in his
handwriting, that condoned the Phoenix Park murders of 1882. In
February 1889, before the Special Commission, it was discovered that
Richard Pigott, whose two sons were studying at Clongowes with Joyce,
was responsible for the forgery of the letter. Pigott's mistake which
substantiated he committed the forgery was his misspelling of the word
"hesitancy." Pigott committed suicide, and in Joyce's novel, Finnegans
Wake (1939), the Jesuit masters visit each classroom to advise the boys
not to divulge the news to other people.'
Parnell was the prominent advocate of Irish freedom, and he
captured Joyce's imagination when Joyce was approximately eight years
old. At the close of the nineteenth century, the intensity of the
conflicting viewpoints divided Irish life. One of the most genuine and
wrenching representations of these standpoints is the famous
Christmas dinner scene in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,6
where terrified Stephen observes the explosion of forces of nationalism
and Catholicism. The figure of Parnell stands at the center of this
political and religious turmoil. Joyce distinguished the significant
theme of his novel—the portrait of the renegade Catholic artist as hero.
His own conflict with the Church, his proud recalcitrance in the name of
individuality and of art, his admiration for Parnell, and his Parisian
exile begin to synthesize as components of this central conception in
which the young man has no reservations about sacrificing all material
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possessions for art. But Stephen becomes an artist "because art opens
to him 'the fair courts of life' which priest and king were trying to keep
locked.117
The concept that Joyce and Yeats closely view Parnell as their
alter-egos is fully illustrated by Joyce and Yeats linking their own fates
with Parnell's, the conclusions they reach as a result of their
experiences, and their adoption of Parnell's moral values.
Joyce significantly associates his own fate with that of Parnell's.
Parnell's defeat was always spoken of by his adherents as his betrayal,
with O'Shea, the bishops, and Healy following Piggott as villains, and
Joyce centrally views his countrymen as traitors. Joyce was also aware
that his father John had experienced a fail of his fortunes which closely
synchronized with Parnell's fall. Parnell's fail had been Joyce's
introduction to public life—his first intimation that Ireland could be
"the only sow that eats her farrow."" As Joyce matures, the'pattern of
Parnell's life appeared as a foreshadowing of Joyce's own career. In his
bitter poem, "Gas from a Burner" (1912), which was partially inspired
by his frustrations in discovering a publisher for The Dubliners, Joyce
links his own fate with Parnell's:
But I owe a duty to Ireland:
I hold her honour in my hand,
This lovelyland that always sent
Her writers and artists to banishment
And a spirit of Irish fun
Betrayed her own leaders, one by one.
'Twas Irish homour, wet and dry,
Flung quicklime into Parnell's eye..
In the same year in which Joyce wrote "Gas from a Burner," he
contributed an article for a Trieste newspaper called "The Shade of
Parnell," which ends with this resentful passage: "In his final desperate
appeal to his countrymen, he begged them not to throw him as a sop to
the English wolves howling around them. It redounds to their honour
that they did not fall this appeal. They did not throw him to the English
wolves; they tore him to pieces themselves."0 The legend of the hero
betrayed by his own people is incorporated into the personal myth which
the young Joyce developed as a defense against the demands of home,
fatherland, and church. In the decade following Parnell's death, Joyce
develops a protective arrogance and aloofness, similar to Parnell's,
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which is dramatically displayed in his refusal to join the general protest
against the production of Yeats' drama, Countless Cathleen.
Joyce further illustrates his linking of his own fate with Parnell's
in The Portrait Of The Artist As A Young Man. Stephen's experiences
serve as close parallels to Joyce's own experiences. Stephen dreams
that his own death occurs on an anniversary of Parnell's death; since
Stephen's portrayed experiences are parallel to Joyce's, it is possible
that Joyce likewise experienced a similar dream. In one of Stephen's
dreams, he hears the sound of waves, and a ship emerges into the
harbor. He views a crowd of people, and they cry in lamentation,
"Parnell! Parnell! He is dead!"" The people "fell upon their knees,
moaning in sorrow."12 Stephen also dreams of his own death. Joyce
indirectly indicates the date of Stephen's dreams. Stephen opens his
desk and changes the number pasted inside from seventy-seven to
seventy-six, because he is optimistic towards the future, fleeing from the
present and contemplating only of Christmas which will bring peace.
Hence, the day he dreams his own death is the seventy-sixth day before
Christmas, which is approximately October 6.13 Joyce's allusion
becomes clear, because Parnell died on that day.
The next vital factor which Joyce shares with Parnell is his
personal experiences. To Joyce, Parnell was a victim of religious
bigotry,14 and in betraying Parnell, "the Irish people.. .betrayed the
future of Stephen Dedalus." But paradoxically, Joyce illustrates in
Finnegans Wake,"His Thing Mod have undergone him: and his
madthing has done him mad"; and "the unforgettable treeshade looms
up behind the jostling judgments of those, as all should owe,
mairecapturable days.1116 An additional instance of his paradox serves
as a cross-reference to the Christmas dinner scene of A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man:
As hollyday in his house so was he priest and king to that: Ulvy
came, envy saw, ivy conquered. Lou! Lou! They have waved his
green boughs o'er him as they have torn him limb from limb.
From his muerification and uxpiration and dumnation and
annuhulation ... Ahdostay, feedailyones ...Chin, chin! And of
course all chimed in width and eatmost boviality ...human erring
and condonable, what the statues of our kuo, who is the messchef
be our kuang.17
By correlating Stephen's loss of innocence with that of Parnell and of
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Jesus, Joyce symbolizes his own loss of innocence, for Stephen serves as
Joyce's alter ego. Stephen and Joyce reach their first revelation that
perhaps Ireland is in great need of a savior and that Joyce/Stephen
could possibly serve as Ireland's savior.
Joyce further associates Stephen's experiences of being unjustly
accused and punished with those of Parnell. Stephen learns in later
childhood about intellectual rebellion when he is accused of heresy,
spied upon, and punished by unfair instructors. In the first chapter of
the novel, Stephen struggles with the brutality of the small society of
the members of Clongowes who do not understand their own customs
and their language. His conversations with other students are
portrayed as interrogatory. For instance, Stephen is asked by a fellow
student whether he kisses his mother, and he responds that he does.
When the other students laugh, he retorts, "I do not."" Yet he believes
that somehow both responses are socially incorrect, and this results in
feelings of inundation and pain; the peers' laughter, mockery, and
humiliation all appear to substantiate to him that he must be wrong,
although he does not comprehend why. Every action he partakes in
appears to in some way contravene the secret laws of the society in
which he is a member of, and he is treated as insignificant, and then as
a prevaricator:
—Why is he [Stephen] not writing, Father Arnall [demands the
prefect of studies].
—He broke his glasses, said Father Arnall, and I exempted him
from work.
—Broke? What is this I hear? What is this your name is? said
the prefect of studies.
—Dedalus, sir.19
Stephen is then called a "lazy little schemer," and this last accusation is
the most serious, for although he may violate laws as a result of his
ignorance, his sin seems to be obviously shown on his face: "Out here,
Dedalus. Lazy little schemer. I see schemer in your face."20 This
accusation is devastating because it is possible to be guilty without even
being aware of it, but an individual cannot possibly be a schemer
without being aware of it; therefore, Stephen infers that Father Dolan,
who is threatening him, either is mistaken or must be determined to
punish him. Stephen desires to believe that Father Dolan had reached
a mistaken judgment, but to Stephen, the prefect of studies was too
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brilliant to produce mistakes, and the Church contributed to "bringing
down Parnell in disgrace."21 Thus, Stephen and Joyce experience the
Church humiliating them and questioning their integrity as Parnell had
experienced.
Like Parnell, Joyce further experiences situations in which he
reachs the insight that politics often create powerful friction. Joyce
remembers that during his childhood, a woman named Dante Conway
served as a governess in his home. She firmly supported the Church in
its opposition of Parnell's leadership. Joyce has described the
Christmas dinner in 1891, when his father and John Kelly raged and
wept as they discussed Parnell's betrayal and death; Mrs. Conway, who
often displayed her venomous piety, left the table. The argument was so
caustic that the neighboring Vance family heard it across the street.
Mrs. Conway permanently left the Joyce's residence four days later.
This experience intensified Joyce's agreement with Parnell's stance that
politics create augmented friction, but unlike Parnell, Joyce at this
point asserts that no politician or politics are worth working for.22 In
The Portrait Of The Artist As A Young Man, Stephen likewise refuses
political involvement. When Davin, a fellow student urges Stephen to
"be one of us," Stephen's response is that no individual "has given up to
you his life and his youth and his affections.. .but you sold him to the
enemy.1121 Parnell's fate serves as both the excuse and the reason for
refusing any political involvement, which is Stephen's response to any
appeal. Although Stephen also supports Parnell's theory of the danger
of becoming involved in politics, he takes this belief even further
by refraining entirely from political involvement.
The Parnellite values which Joyce adopts is the last significant
component illustrating that Joyce strongly identifies with Parnell. The
symbolic values which both Joyce and Stephen adopt are profoundly
depicted in Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. The day on which
Wells, a fellow student, shoulders Stephen into the square ditch at
Clongowes is the seventy-seventh day before Christmas. In 1891, the
year of Parnell's death, this day was October 8;24 Parnell died on
October 6, and he was buried in Ireland on Sunday, October 11.25 In the
novel, Stephen recovers from his fever at the infirmary on this day.
Hence, it is almost as if Parnell dies so that Stephen may live. Joyce,
then, has adopted Parnell's value that heroes likewise often serve as
martyrs who shall die for their people.
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Joyce and Stephen also share a passion for individual integrity
which Parnell advocated. Before discovering the prophetic value of his
name, Stephen wanders through reality and imagination, lingering over
the portraits. of specific heroes whom he considers to be reflections of
himself. He has not yet decided which hero he is able to be or which he
should be, but he is aware of the qualities he does not wish to aspire to.
Stephen's experiences are negative ones and he then partakes
unconsciously in the Aristotelian method by the elimination of
possibilities. As he progresses on his quest for the meaning of life, his
heroes and identities change, and his decision becomes dictated by the
situation in which he finds himself entangled in. Stephen now views
Parnell as a hero not because he wishes to be a hero, but because
Parnell highly values individual integrity and even attained
martyrdom. Thus, Stephen adopts this value of individual integrity.
Joyce also believes that a close parallel between his moral values
and Parnell's is the principle of adhering to their own beliefs, rather
than becoming mere conformists. In the Piccolo della Sera of May 16,
1912, he wrote an article entitled, "L'ombra di Parnell.1121 The House of
Commons had twice passed a bill granting Ireland home rule, which the
House of Lords rejected. Joyce asserts that, among the perfidies of the
English and the self-betrayals of the Irish, Parnell's ghost will haunt
the new state.21 Joyce and acknowledges that Parnell was responsible
for turning the country towards parliamentary victory, yet the people
burden him with obloquy in return. Joyce reports that "the citizens of
Castlecomer threw quicklime in his eyes'1128 and later exemplifies this
detail in "Gas From A Burner." But to Joyce, the closest connection
between himself and Parnell is Parnell's profound conviction that "in his
hour of need, one of the disciples who dipped his hand in the same bowl
with him would betray him.. .That he fought to the very end with this
desolate certainty in mind is his greatest claim to nobility."29 Parnell's
mastery of his betrayers is a foreshadowing of Joyce's view of his own
powers.
Like Joyce, Yeats also became a strong supporter of Parnell.
Years after Parnell's death, when the audience at the Abbey Theater
was unruly, Yeats silenced them by intoning three words:
"Charles... Stewart ... Parnell."2° In the last week of December 1891,
Yeats and T. W. Rolleston formed the plans for an Irish Literary Society
in London to publicize the idea of Irish culture. In May 1892, Yeats,
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with the steadfast support of John O'Leary, founded the National
Literacy Society to attract those who had become disenchanted with
Irish politics since the defeat and death of Parnell. Yeats further
displayed his anger towards Dublin editor William Martin Murphy, a
political opponent of Parnell and the leader of the 1913 lockout against
James Larkin's Dublin workers.
The first vital factor which illustrates that Yeats viewed Parnell
as his alter ego signifies that he closely correlated his own fate with that
of Parnell's. Like Joyce, he also believed that Parnell's political defeat
was closely correlated with his own. Yeats bitterly laments that if
Ireland's deceased heroes could return "as they were/In all their
loneliness and pain,/You'd cry," and "Some woman's yellow hair/Has
maddened every mother's son.1131 While the lines emphasize the memory
of Parnell who was brought down by the Dublin crowd because of his
affair with "Kitty" O'Shea, they also allude to Yeats' own political
defeats in causes fought for the sake of Maude Gonne, the Irish
revolutionary patriot and philanthropist who Yeats wished to marry but
never did.
The next vital component intensifying Yeats' close identification
with Parnell is the experiences in which he learned that Parnell
experienced events similar to those in his life. After learning that
Parnell was not genuinely viewed as a national hero until after his
death, Yeats concludes that he himself was not initially viewed as a
hero, although he desired to become a savior as Parnell had. Although
Yeats aspired to fulfill this dream as Joyce desires, Yeats further unites
himself with martyrs after remembering his experiences of his
emotional reactions after learning of Parnell's death. In his informal
elegy for Parnell, "To A Shade"(1913), in which he distinguishes himself
from the "old foul mouth," he addresses the deceased Parnell and uses
Parnell in the role of disapproving phantom:
When gray gulls flit about instead of men,
And the gaunt horses put on majesty:
Let these content you and be gone again;
For they are at their old tricks yet.32
Only the gray gulls and gaunt houses accompany the lament of the
people, instead of the lament of Parnell. Yeats not only separates
himself from the "they," the Catholic middle class whose religious
leaders betrayed Parnell; he also unites with martyrs such as Parnell.
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He believes, in the words of Jahan Ramazani, that "he too has brought
in his 'full hands' a poetry that could have given the nation 'loftier
thought,' but he has received little reward for his 'open-handedness.""'
Yeats further correlates Parnell's experience of holding the role
of a scapegoat with his own. Yet Yeats initially adopts, as Ramazani
srs, "a conscience so collective that even Parnell's downfall has become
partly his own doing.1134 In "To A Shade," he derides the "pack" for
causing Parnell's fall, but in "Parnell's Funeral" (1934), Yeats includes
himself in the pack:
But popular rage,
Hysterica passio dragged this quarry down.
None shared our guilt, nor did we play a part
Upon a painted stage when we devoured his heart.35
Yeats views his own Parnellite rage against fellow Irishmen as
partaking in the Irish hatred that caused Parnell to fall. In Swan and
Shadow, Thomas Whitaker insightfully compares the speaker of this
poem to a tragic scapegoat who recognizes his own participation in the
evil that has made him a victim.36 Although Yeats believed that unlike
Parnell, his anger was partially the cause of a leader's fall, Yeats
nevertheless viewed himself as similar to Parnell in the respect that he
likewise believed he was a scapegoat. According to Ramazani, Yeats
concluded that the Irish people's protest against the production of
Countless Cathleen reflects not only their dissent with the portrayal of
unjust Irish politics, but their hostility towards Yeats as well.
Through his experience with observing the heroism diminishing
from Irish politics, Yeats further shares Parnell's concept that
involvement in politics often results in friction, but despite its danger,
politics could be utilized as a weapon. Yeats worshipped Parnell as a
leader primarily because Parnell was able to utilize politics and
economics as weapons without allowing them to overpower his spirit.
The Irish initially accepted Parnell as their leader not because he
promised them votes or incomes, but because he was exemplary of a
leader who placed the spirit of devotion into the fight he led. Hence, he
was the type of leader for whom stars fall at his funeral.17 Yeats' bitter
experience of the loss of Parnell results in his own belief that the
heroism has diminished from politics. Whereas Joyce and Stephen
resist political involvement, Yeats turns naturally to a literary and
artistic revival, which is as significant to his vision of Ireland as
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political freedom itself. By utilizing "his own intuition, Yeats
prophetized what must come and bring it about.1138 Yeats, then,
identifies with Parnell closely because he desires to become involved in
revivals aiming to cause positive changes to emerge.
The last important factor illustrating how Yeats highly identifies
with Parnell is Yeats' adoption of Parnell's projected moral values.
Yeats adopts Parnell's moral value of persevering in a battle until the
end. "Come Gather Round Me, Parnellites" (1937) synthesizes public
controversy and public personality by dismissing the scandalous story of
Parnell with a defiant song praising Parnell as a savior of the people;
the poem further argues that the proud Parnell should be celebrated for
his passions. Yeats associates his own "lust and rage of his last years"
with Parnell's in "The Spur" (1938):
You think it horrible that lust and rage
Should dance attention upon my old age;
They were not such plague when I was young;
What else have I to spur me into song?39
Joyce views himself as doubly present through a paradox; he is
every Irishman, and thereby guilty of the murder of Parnell, and he also
is Parnell. Yeats likewise believed that like Parnell, he is also a
character of conscience if not of conventional virtue.40 Joyce's and Yeats'
unique associations with Parnell strongly convey that Parnell not only
is significant in history but also in literature. His spirit survives within
Joyce and Yeats, and continues to be a strong force within their literary
works.
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Love's Forward Flow
By Edgar Harden
Heavens and earth
blend,
merge,
separate.
Point,
line,
zone
split
earth.
water,
air.
II
Blinking, awake, soaring,
Fire Filters Firmament.
Blazing, blinding, glowing, parching--life.
One Flower sparse of leaf stands columnar.
Shining elemental stance.
Never to be broken.
Uniquely united alone;
one life, one hope.
Spawning, untamable love.
Zephyrs sigh on
pools,
plains,
crags.
III
Ripped from waves was air, light and life.
Invisible burning stopped not until eyes flashed to Egypt.
Two cats knew hard life and smiled,
gazing with love at Gizeh.
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WHITE IN THE SUMMER
By Jessica Linsman
Between the sheets
as the curtains
billow.
Scented like the
sex we had.
Covering me like
lacy nightclothes.
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Grandfather
By Elizabeth Householder
Tears fall from the face of God
and mingle with my own.
Memories of him
--of us-flash through my mind
What he was
He will always be,
if only in my mind.
Tears are still falling.
both feeling loss,
we cry together
in the garden filled with stone.
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The Golden Age
By Phil Hickey

The TV in the store window was showing another interview
with God as I plodded home from the university. I stopped to watch
and rest my mud-caked feet. My feet always hurt after I get off work.
God looked confident, radiantly assured in His perfect human
form, chatting with the interviewer.
"So, God— can I call You that ?" The clown in the silk shirt
scooted in his seat like a teenager cozying up to his date.
The camera closed in on the faintly luminescent face of God. He
smiled omnibenevolently. "Sure—you can call me God, Buddha, Allah,
Vishnu, whatever makes you comfortable."
"Great, great. Now, what I think the people really want to know
is... what were You doing right before You decided to come down here. I
mean, we all know why You came here; Your messages get confused, all
the acts committed in Your name, the sorry state of the environment, on
and on. Yeah, we need Your help..." The roaring applause of the studio
audience broke into his speech, and he turned, basking in their
adulation. God sat moored to his couch, a majestic beacon. "But, yes,
thank you, thank you, what was going through Your mind right before
You hopped in Your chariot and rode on down to visit us?"
The studio audience was silent. I could hear their eager
anticipation above the silent whine of cathode ray tubes. The host was
assimilating God's glow, like some human sunflower. God shifted in his
chair. "I was sick and tired of Heaven. Things were getting out of hand.
All the angels and cherubim were getting rebellious again, and we all
know what came to pass last time that happened." The audience
murmured agreement.
"Jesus and Mohammed were carrying on like they didn't care
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about anything any more, and all the Buddha wanted to do was sit
under that damn tree of his and look at his belly button. There's just a
huge decay of morals up there, and I felt I had to get away from it. I had
to get back to the people." He held his arms out to the studio audience,
to the faithful watching at home. The applause came out of the TV like a
crackling wave. The interviewer sat back in his chair and let it roll over
him before he broke for a commercial. I took that as my cue to start
walking home again.
In the first few months, it had been all the 'important' news
personalities that dominated His attention. But you can only hear the
same serious interview questions for so long. A populist approach. I
shouldn't be bothered by it, I guess, but I always pictured a more than
human God— above all the silliness of humanity, not wallowing in it.
I know He's the real thing. Everyone knows that, now. When He
first descended from the heavens in His burnished disk there were
doubters. "Why would God need material transport?", they might ask, or
"Why God had finally dropped His mysterious ways?" That was
something I had wondered myself, but after all the things He's done,
there are no more doubting Thomases— or at least not public ones.
Things will be better, because we are entering into the final
Golden Age, and everything to come will be perfect and good. He has
already conquered war. The nations of the world, acting under His
guidance, have signed an accord and are rapidly dismantling their
weapons and armies, even as I walk home from work. I read an article
about it in the paper last week. They're almost finished, just in time for
the roses. If He can pull it off, that's proof enough for me that there is a
God. That's me; Semper Fidelis. Miguel Lopez, ever the faithful one.
I walked around a corner and into the back of an angry crowd.
The crowd was a cross section of the sort of losers with nowhere better
to be than on a street corner at four in the afternoon, loafers and
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marginal types, with willful ignorance shining in their eyes. They were
the sort I despise, honest and hard-working when the boss is looking,
but left on their own... The sort who believe anything they see on TV.
The kind who need to be cut back every once in a while, but who always
grow back stronger. Smothered bits of a voice were audible above their
grumbling, but even if I couldn't make out a word, I could guess what
was being said. I stopped at the fringes of the crowd to watch, tired legs
and morbid curiosity beating down a desire to avoid the spell of
trouble.
In the first few days of His arrival, some had come out against
God—disgruntled preachers mostly, saying that He was not what He
seemed. They had been extinguished in clouds of flame, turned into
crumbling pillars of salt, and other Old Testament retributions,
Stoning also made a comeback. Same with lynching. They lacked
the spectacular effects of God's personal retribution, but peace was
maintained, I guess.
The crowd wasn't large, as crowds went, maybe fifty or sixty
people, and they were still getting riled up. It would probably turn ugly
soon. I tried to see who was talking, but the afternoon sun was in my
eyes, and the speaker's facial features were obscured by the sun's
bestowed halo. The voice sounded familiar. I worked my way through
the yielding crowd, getting closer to the sound of the voice. The dissident
sounded surprisingly sane for a man asking to be torn to shreds and
sent screaming straight to hell.
"... and how convenient that a bogeyman-God-should materialize
now, as we stand on the threshold of a bold new age. We're abouf to
place a man on Mars! Science has taken care of nearly every obstacle
we've ever faced, and so people turn away from religion. Does it
surprise you that the crowd who benefit from the cattle-prod control of
religion are worried? What desperate measures might they try. A made
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to order messiah, perhaps? A wise man once said that any sufficiently
advanced technology would be indistinguishable from magic."
The faces to either side looked blank and bleak, and I felt a
subliminal buzzing. The speaker broke his rhetorical silence. "Would it
be similarly suitable for artificial miracles?"
There was ugliness in the air, seeping from the pores of the
crowd. I still couldn't see the speaker; everyone towered over me. I
looked but, I couldn't see past the bobbing heads. It was a testament to
something, maybe the power of the heretic's oratory, that he hadn't been
dragged to the nearest streetlight yet. His measured voice could delay
the inevitable, but people wouldn't stand this forever. Shoulders collided
with other shoulders as people murmured lowly to each other.
"... and when Cortez arrived in the midst of the Aztec capital
with his pathetic force, he was welcomed with open arms by the people.
They imagined him to be their god Quetzalcoatl, returned from across
the Eastern Ocean, where he had gone in the days of their forefathers.
All because Cortez had Quetzalcoatl's red beard, and he had
come from the prophesied direction. The mightiest empire that the
Western world had ever known; dragged down by blind, unthinking
belief in a vague prophecy. Now, on the fringe of the twenty first
century, we are poised to make the same mistake again, fooled by a
false divinity appealing to scared instincts..."
The crowd made a collectively murderous noise and began to mill
about. Through the gaps I could recognize the speaker, Dr. Cummings,
head of the Pre-Columbian department at the university. I felt a twinge
in my heart. He wasn't a bad sort, for a professor.
Even the big time Communist professors—how lost and confused
they must have been— the supposed champions of the working man
weren't very considerate of their own landscaping staff, sometimes.
They didn't even acknowledge my presence as I watered their lawns,
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they were so immersed in the cause of the oppressed masses.
But Dr. Cummings was OK. Ridiculous, yes with his ugly ties,
old fashioned suits, and every day a silly flower piercing his jacket, but
OK. Never a carnation, or a rose, even, but always some inappropriate
sprig of greenery. He gave me and all the other guys Christmas
presents—a copy of his book, one for each of my four years there. He
smiled, and called me Miguel, not "Lopez", or "you". I usually talk with
him a few times a week, mostly about nothing, or the news, or the
weather.
I could see him now; I was only a few feet from where he stood
speaking at the mouth of an alley. There was an outrageous stalk of a
lily thrust into his lapel, and a set look on his wrinkled face as his
words were drowned by the surging murmur of the mob. The faces
around me were changing from ugly to murderous. The fat, sweaty,
cheap suit next to me grunted, "Kill the bastard." I could envision Dr.
Cummings little body lying broken and bleeding, or dangling from a
post like some played out yo-yo, and I knew that heretic or no, it was
wrong. If God wanted the professor, He could take him personally.
I'm still not sure why I pointed behind me and called out, "Look!
It's Him!" If bailing out a man who preaches against God isn't a first
class ticket to Hell, I'm not sure what is; I'm sure I'll know someday.
But on that day, everyone knew who I was talking about, and the
crowd washed over me to catch a glimpse. It seems like a lame ploy, but
remember, God was materializing all the time, and people were used to
seeing him in some pretty strange places. The fat guy next to me still
had his mind set on killing. He lunged forward, perhaps hoping that he
could meet his maker with the blood of a heretic fresh on his hands. I
elbowed him in the gut, kneed him in the face, and then hustled the
professor into the alley.
He was surprised to see me. "Miguel," he started, but I cut him
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off as we hurried between the reeking trash bins. His lapel flower
drooped, unable to block the garbage stench.
"Shhh, professor. Just be quiet, and we'll get to my apartment.
It's nearby. When all this shit dies down, we can sneak you back to your
place." He opened his mouth, but I shot him a look, and he closed it. We
slowed to a casual walk; just two old guys walking down the street. The
professor was playing nervously with his little reddish beard, like he
was trying to pull the grey hairs out, but I guess that's not out of
character for a guy like him in my neighborhood. I'm not worried about
living here; I've been living in this neighborhood for almost fifteen
years, ever since my wife died. Some of the kids here look rough, but
they never bother me. The professor was with me, so they wouldn't
bother him. I didn't think the mob had jelled enough to follow us,
assuming they had even seen us. I was hoping that anyone who had
would let God take care of his own sinners, rather than risk getting
themselves martyred in the barrio.
I lived in the Oasis apartments, and they were appropriately
named, a true oasis under constant attack by asphalt, concrete and
cheap stucco. It was my doing, my rose garden. The neighborhood kids
left the stalks alone, mostly though I knew that sometimes they must
have wanted to twist and break off the stalks, and go running around,
scattering petals. I didn't take as good care of the bushes as I could
have; they weren't barrenly immaculate like I kept them at the
university. I liked them to reach out and grab me when I come home. It
was like having someone waiting for you. Besides they kept some of the
sun off.
We wormed our way up the green stairs to my apartment. The
professor looked at the children running and screaming in the darkness
while I fumbled for my key. He still wasn't saying anything, but had
stopped looking so nervous. I liked that. Maybe he wasn't as stupid as
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he seemed determined to show everyone he was. I opened the door, and
we went in. I turned on the light as I locked the door. I looked around to
ask him something and found him inspecting my bookshelf. He looked
at a few titles, and then turned to face me.
"I'm quite impressed Miguel. I must admit that I never guessed
that you were quite so well read. All of these are yours?" He gestured at
the shelf behind him that rose to the ceiling. I nodded. I guess what he
said could be counted as condescending, but I forgave him.
"Yeah, it all belongs to me. I've read them all too." I couldn't
resist adding that. He didn't seem to notice. He was still running a
finger down the shelf, stopping every once in a while to almost
reverently say a book's title, or an author's name. After a minute of
watching this I added, "I went to two years of college before Vietnam. I
just never went back afterwards."
He squinted at me, "Why not, Miguel? You're bright enough, and
I understand that the government provided some sort of assistance to
veterans who wished to continue their schooling." I wonder why he
never wore his glasses. Without them he always reminded me of a mole
who accidentally tunneled into the middle of noon. I had to gas them
sometimes. Moles that is. They were hell on the lawns.
"I just never went back, for a couple of reasons." I didn't add that
most of them were fairly cheap around here, slowly becoming expensive.
I put myself through enough shit trying to forget things I saw and did in
that little corner of Asia. I didn't feel like sharing with anyone else, so I
asked him how he came to be exercising his First Amendment rights,
while I got us beers.
The professor snorted. "It was those arrogant bastards in the
Theology department- you may know Leonidas Lechebotes- he was the
worst, but all those self-righteous prigs finally got to me." He twisted his
face into an exaggerated, angelic 'I told you so'. "I simply could not
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tolerate their arrogance one minute longer. So I decided to act!" His face
was red, and he was nearly standing as he finished. He took a
triumphant swig of beer, and a thin dribble wove its way down his chin.
I nodded. Dr. Lechebotes had been an asshole six months ago—
always pestering me to trim the hedges that lined the Theology
building— but after the second coming, he became an asshole with a
mission. He was always working on some paper, and prone to
screaming, foaming fits when I mowed the lawn near his window.
"Why didn't you write a paper or something?" I asked. "Why risk
getting yourself lynched for a speech most of those people didn't
understand half of?" At the sight of his hurt face, I added, "It was a
great speech, professor, but it had too many big words in it. Hey, you've
got a lot of heart, but you can't argue with people like that. They're
ready to go to heaven, right here, right now, and don't get in their
fucking way."
He seemed to be struggling to understand something. "But
surely, Miguel, they aren't going to be deceived by such an obvious
canard! It's plain to see that the church and the state are back in bed
with each other, plotting to deceive the masses." It wasn't exactly plain
to me, but I let him go on. "And so blatantly Westernized! They
honestly think that everyone in the world believes in the same sort of
supernatural creator, and if 'He' appears, scattering obviously
technologically abetted miracles, such as that NASA surplus 'chariot', or
those exploding heretics, well it's going to be beneficial for all those
concerned." He took another long pull on his beer.
I grinned. 'Who's 'they', professor. You keep throwing 'they'
around, and I'm not to clear on who 'they' is." Always a conspiracy; these
guys don't sleep so well if the whole world isn't out to get them.
Although after today's performance, maybe 'they' were.
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He looked at me as if I had suddenly appeared, and then he
started again, this time more slowly. "It's very simple, Miguel. Two or
three big power groups, say the United States government, some of the
larger churches, and a number of banks and financial institutions fund
this sham in the hopes of realizing some sort of eventual advantage
from it." He shrugged. "Perhaps all this disarmament talk is a cover for
some sort of surprise offensive. Yes... that could be it; no wonder the
United States acquiesced so quickly to His demands that all nations
relinquish their armies. All I can say is that something seems rather
odd about the whole affair, and there is a curious lack of questioning."
I finished my beer as he finished his spiel. "If you'll excuse me,
I've got to use the head." I wanted to tear into his theories, rip them off
of him, and leave him cold, but there I was again, betrayed by this old
body of mine. Beer can make me start an argument, but it never lets me
finish one.
As I pissed, I looked at my skeptical face in the mirror and
thought about what Dr. Cummings had said. It was far out, and
paranoid, but I couldn't look myself in the eyes and dismiss it so easily.
As spotty as his theories were, they were seductive. I had to hold myself
back, because I know what it feels like to participate in a hoax.
Democracy and Communism can be carrot and stick as easily as Heaven
and Hell. I know what it feels like to be young and full of piss and
vinegar. Now all I have is the vinegar; I'm pissing away my old age as
surely as I pissed away my youth, wasting it "liberating" a people from a
jungle that has grown over their bones. I know what a jungle is like. It's
stupid, and it needs to be cut back. All the beautiful flowers can't fool
me anymore. I can feel it. It feels like mud and leeches. It feels like a
bullet passing through the eye of your brother. It feels like hot bits of
him raining over you. It feels like the impact of oblique words, and cold
shoulders. But I'm not the man to do it; the jungle will grow, and no
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man can stop it. It's not for men to do. I started washing my hands.
The professor was standing outside. I heard the buzz of a million
conversations erupting all over the city as I joined him, and all my
neighbors in looking at the sky. In the blue black backdrop of the night,
framed by silent roses and their thorns, a thousand points of light were
falling from the sky, growing like miniature suns as they approached. A
neighbor switched on a radio, and the tinny blaring of the Emergency
Broadcast System provided a counterpoint to the steady celestial
droning.
The piercing of the radio stopped, and then a hyper-calm
announcer began, "This is not a test. Repeat, this is not a test."
As the announcer gathered his breath, someone nearby screamed
"God's angels're comin' ta take us ta Heaven!"
People silenced him. The announcer was saying, ".. repeat, not of
terrestrial origin. Do not go outside. Remain within your homes, and
wait for further instructions."
The hum of the descending ships, the welling noises from many
throats, and the music now issuing from the radio was creating a manic,
otherworldly symphony. A baby began wailing, oblivious to his mothers
shushing.
Above, the chariots of the gods were shedding pieces of
themselves, a million shooting stars. People ohhed and ahhed.
The pieces that fell to earth exploded like unfolding flowers. The
thunder went on for a long time, and the screaming of fire engines and
distant humanity joined in to raise the symphony to a sparkling
crescendo. The electricity went out, but the sky was lit so brightly no
one lacked illumination.
The professor peered at me, and said, "Thank you for the
hospitality, but I should probably go home now. It's getting rather late.
I'll see you tomorrow, Miguel." He adjusted his clothes, straightened his
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now withered lapel lily, and shuffled off. Thanks to the radiance, I could
see him walking straight down the street, until he turned off.
I never saw him again. When the new gods finally came down, to
lift us from our new found misery, they began to divide us into groups.
Some were granted divine favor. Leonidas Lechebotes was dragged
kicking and screaming into the building at our district Relocation
center where he received his. I felt a little sorry for him, but I really
missed Cummings. The rest of us were put to work. If you were unfit—
for any reason— you were 'Redistributed'.
Gardeners get a reprieve. I'm no threat to anyone; just a guy
who's learned how to work, take orders, and keep his mouth shut. I pull
weeds in the garden that helps feed our district, and I have a piece of
earth that I can grow a few flowers in, so that sometimes I have fresh
blooms in my house. I took my reprieve as evidence of God's mercy, the
real God. The new gods are still referred to as such, and some people
probably still think that they are. They don't look very human, but I
guess not all gods always have.
On the other hand, a sufficiently advanced technology could
devise a foolproof android, or perfect cosmetic surgery, whatever robes a
miracle wears.
So in the few hours a day that I have free between my
Reconstruction battalion and my Rethinking classes, I look through the
chain links to the hazy Western ocean and write the history of the last
days of the old world, on paper I've scrounged from the husks of
abandoned buildings. It's not the right ocean, but still, does the ocean
ever really matter? Will anything matter, will anyone ever read this
account, or will it join me one day in fertilizing my garden? I sometimes
wonder if some dimly distant ancestor crouched in the bloody ruins of
his temples, scrawling hieroglyphics into some secret journal, in an
effort to preserve some measure of the greatness and glory of what was,
before the coming of the pretender.
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The Growth of Anne Bradstreet as a Poet
By Jessica I. Linsman

Anne Bradstreet is one of America's first woman poets.
Adrienne Rich said about Bradstreet, "To have written these, the first
good poems in America, while rearing eight children, lying frequently
sick, keeping house at the edge of wilderness, was to have managed a
poet's range and extension within confines as severe as any American
poet has confronted."
Bradstreet's poems have been separated into two separate
categories. The first is her early writings which have been called
"scholarly and monumental" and her later writings which have been
referred to as "domestic poems."' 'What can be considered Bradstreet's
earlier poems are those her brother-in-law published without her
knowledge or consent while he was in London in 1650, under the title
The Tenth Muse Lately sprung up in America. Or Severall Poems,
compiled with great variety of Wit and Learning, full of delight ... By a
Gentlewoman in those parts. The later "domestic poems" are much
more personal and have a domestic orientation.
Anne Bradstreet was born in 1612, the daughter of Thomas
Dudley of Northampton, England. Dudley held the position of steward
in the house of the Earl of Lincoln. As a result of her fathers' position
and wealth, Bradstreet was educated at an early age in languages
music and dance, and had access to the Earl of Lincoln's library. It is
also reported that Bradstreet received strict religious training and that
she was reading the Scriptures by age six or seven. "The girl's
education came only in part from books. Her mind was doubtless
sharpened from listening to the household debate and discussion of a
distinguished company of Puritan intellectuals in the thick of a religious
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controversy unequaled in intensity since that time.113
In 1628, at sixteen years of age, she was married to Simon
Bradstreet, an assistant to her father. Simon Bradstreet was nine years
her senior. Two years later, in 1630, the newly married Bradstreet's
and the Dudley's sailed for the 'wilderness' of New England. It was on
this journey that Thomas Dudley was named deputy governor of the
Massachusetts Bay Company. Simon Bradstreet had already been
named an assistant of the company. They began their lives in America
at Salem, Massachusetts, but stayed only a short time. After an equally
short amount of time spent in Charlestown, the families moved to
Newtown, now known as Cambridge. The next move made by these
families was to Ipswich and then later to Andover in 1644.
The book, The Tenth Muse may have been referred to as
"scholarly and monumental," because Bradstreet chose to tackle the
subjects of the world: "The Foure Elements, The Foure Humours in
Man's Constitution, The Foure Ages of Man and The Foure Seasons of
the Year.114 The other subject Bradstreet covered in her published
collection of poems was titled: "Exact Epitomie of the Four Monarchies:
The Assyrian, the Persian, the Grecian and the Roman." These were
poems written for her personal satisfaction, and copied for her father
and other family members. The poems that made up The Tenth Muse
were written before Anne Bradstreet was thirty years old.
Even though she was unaware that her book was to be published
she "recognized that she was doing something unusual when she wrote
in the preface, 'I am obnoxious to each carping tongue/Who says my
hand a needle better fits.m5
Critics are often quick to point out that Bradstreet wrote these
poems under the everyday stress of colonial life: child rearing,
housekeeping, while suffering bouts of sickness and curtailing her sleep.
The quaternion in the first section of The Tenth Muse imitates
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one of Bradstreet's literary heroes, the French Calvinist poet Guillaume
Du Bartas, one of her greater influences with his "La Semaine,"
published in 1605 in a book by Joshua Sylvester titled Bartas His
Divine Weekes and Works. Included in Bradstreet's published work is a
poem titled "In Honour of Du Bartas, 1641." In this poem, Bradstreet
expresses the influence this Frenchman had over her, as well as how
she felt about him for providing influence in her study in the areas of
learning, philosophy, religion, medicine and astronomy.
Each of the four sections were separated four times again. All
are of the obvious connotations: Elements include Fire, Earth, Water
and Air; Humors include Choler, Blood, Melancholy and Phelem; Ages of
Man include Childhood, Youth, Middle Age and Old Age and finally, the
Seasons include Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. The final
quarter includes the poem titled "An Apology," apparently to her father,
reading:
"My subjects bare, my Brain is
bad,
Or better Lines you should have
had:
The first fell in so naturally,
I knew not how to pass it by;
The last, though bad I could not
mend,
Accept therefore of what is pen'd,
And all the faults that you shall
SPY,
Shall at your feet for pardon
cry.))6
This poem is signed, "Your dutifull Daughter. A.B." It is also
noted that it is signed in the first edition.
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As pointed out previously, the earlier works are considered to be
more scholarly. It is obvious that Bradstreet's influences for the earlier,
published poems were literary. With her education in the household of
the Earl of Lincoln, this is not surprising. The literary nature of the
early poems is most evident in the section of The Tenth Muse titled "The
Four Monarchies." Called a "long rimed history, 'The Four Monarchies'
she selectively paraphrased many pages of Raleigh's History of the
World (1614), using the Bible, Plutarch, and Usher as contributory
sources."7
In "The Four Monarchies" there is not only an apology given, but
also "an explanation." The explanation follows Bradstreet's discussion
of the Assyrian, Persian and Grecian Monarchies, and is an apology of
sorts. She is explaining, before she discourses on the subject, that she
did not spend as much time on the fourth Monarchy as on the previous
three. The fourth Monarchy is Bradstreet's "Epitomie of the Roman
Empire." She says of it,
"This fourth to the other three, now
might be brought;
Shortness of time and inability,
Will force me to a confus'd brevity.
Yet in this Chaos, one shall easily
SPY
The vast Limbs of a mighty
Monarchy.."8
The apology following the "Epitomie of the Roman Empire" was
not included in the first edition of The Tenth Muse. This poetic apology
is more of an explanation than the one which follows the "Epitomie of
the Grecian Empire." Bradstreet explains in it that although she took
on the task of describing the empires of the early republics, the more
she wrote, the more she learned and felt she needed to share, but didn't.
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She writes, "Essays I many made but still gave out,/ The more I mus'd
the more I was in doubt."9 What is most significant about this apology
is that she explains her reason for not making further progress as the
fire, which destroyed her home in 1666. Her words read:
"At length resolv'd, when many years had
past,
To prosecute my story to the last;
And for the fame, I hours did not spend,
And weary lines (though lanke) I many
pen'd:
But 'fore I could accomplish my desire,
My papers fell prey to the raging fire.
And thus my pains (with better things) I
lost,
Which none had cause to wail, not Ito
boast."°
This provides an example of Bradstreet's work, after the first
publication of her poems. It is the work after the published book that
has been called domestic and emotional poetry. Bradstreet's book, when
published in England was filled with printer's errors. Bradstreet was
embarrassed by this, and later calls "the error-ridden text of The Tenth
Muse an 'ill-form'd offspring of my feeble brain."
It is in the later poems that Bradstreet allows her emotions to
play a part in her poetry. She writes about subjects that are close to
her, and that she has feelings for. These emotional poems are about her
children, and her husband and also the important poem, "Here Follows
Some Verses upon the Burning of Our House, July 10th 1666." It was
also after the more 'scholarly' work, as well as the burning of her North
Andover home, that she wrote her most notable works;
"Contemplations" and "Meditations Divine and Moral."
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Anne Bradstreet wrote straight from her emotions following the
publication of her 'scholarly' book of poems. She also allowed her
religion to have a greater influence over her writing than in the past.
There are four poems Bradstreet wrote about her children, as
well as epitaphs to three of her grandchildren, who died before reaching
one year of age. Two of the poems about her children are about specific
children and were written just before the publishing of The Tenth Muse,
but the emotional aspect of her poems is already evident. One of the
poems is about her son, Samuel, leaving for England, and Bradstreet
has made a prayer for his safety in poetic form. The other poem is about
her daughter, Hannah Wiggin. This poem is also a homage to God for
allowing Hannah "her recovery from a dangerous feaver."12 These
poems use simple rhyme schemes of AABB etc. and ABCB, DEEE,
respectively.
The two remaining poems about her children are closer in subject
to Bradstreet herself, rather than to the children she is writing about.
The first poem of this type about her children was written on June 23,
1656, also just before the publication of The Tenth Muse. In it she uses
the analogy of a mother hen to her chicks, she writes, "I had eight birds
hatcht in one nest,! Four cocks there were and Hens the rest."" She
tells her reader about those who have already left her nest, and those
who have yet to. She writes about the expected motherly emotion as
she talks about her fear for her children:
"If birds could weep, then would my
tears
Let others know what are my fears
Lest this my brood some harm
should catch,
And be surpriz'd for want of watch,
Whilst pecking corn, and void of care
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They fall un'wares in Fowlers snare:
Or whilst on trees they sit and sing,
Some untoward boy of them do
... 1114
Bradstreet continues, by telling her children to be careful.
Bradstreet foretells of her children's children and remarks how her
children will feel the same as she does by using not only the same
analogy, but also many of the same words and phrases. The poem has
neither a happy or sad ending, but rather a complacent ending:
"Farewel my birds, farewel adieu,! I happy am, if well with you."" This
poem is prominently lacking in religious images. This is a complete
contrast to the final poem about Bradstreet and her relationship with
her children.
The final poem of this sort is titled "Before the Birth of One of
Her Children." This poem is heavily laden with religious imagery. In
the time Bradstreet was living and writing, it was not uncommon for
women to die during childbirth, so it is not surprising that women
would fear their death. Bradstreet is imparting a message not only to
God, but other women in her condition, regarding the fearful journey
she must make while giving birth. She relates the story of a friend she
has lost in the process, and asks God to protect her from what her friend
has suffered. To point out the emotional aspect of Bradstreet's 'domestic
poetry' is a simple task in this poem. She fears for her life:
"And if chance to thine eyes shall
bring this verse,
With some sad sighs honour my
absent hearse;
And kiss this paper for thy love's
dear sake,
Who with salt tears this last farewell
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did take.""
The next important collection of poems are those about
Bradstreet's husband. There is one poem about her husband, and three
poems in the form of letters to her husband while he was away. The
four most famous of these poems were published posthumously, in 1867.
"Though published after her death, these are private poems, love poems
in every sense of the term.""
These poems to her husband can be interpreted in at least two
different ways. The first is the earthly love that Simon and Anne
Bradstreet share. In the poem "To My Dear and Loving Husband,"
Bradstreet presents us with a very physical element of her love for her
husband, and the sexual imagery is quite apparent. The other
interpretation that can be made, not only from this first poem, but also
and more significantly from the "Letters to Her Husband, Absent upon
Public Engagement," is the analogy that Bradstreet makes about her
husband and God, or a Christ figure. She refers to him in her poems as
"My head, my heart, mine Eyes, my life, nay more,/ My joy, my
Magazine of earthly store,! If two be one, as surely thou and I,! How
stayest thou there, whilst I at Ipswich lye?"" It is clear that Bradstreet
is entirely enamored of her husband, and that she has made him
everything in her life. The earthly love mentioned above can be felt in
these four poems as well. It exists not only in the imagery Bradstreet
uses with earth and land metaphors, but also in the sense that many of
the lines can be interpreted with sexual undertones.
One of Anne Bradstreet's most moving poems was written after
she lost much of everything in her life in the North Andover fire. This
event had been mentioned previously, in a later added poem at the end
of her "Epitomies of the Republics." Bradstreet apologizes for not
making the 'Epitomies' more complete, due to the loss of her notes in the
fire, as if she was going to add to them after they had already been
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published at least two times. The poem that Bradstreet writes about
the fire has a self-explanatory title, "Here Follows Some Verses upon
the Burning of Our House, July 10th 1666." It is noted in texts where
this poem is reprinted that it is "Copied Out of a Loose Paper." This
poem is similar to the poem Bradstreet wrote about her 'chicks.' It
seems to be neither happy nor sad, but rather has a complacent feeling
to it. Bradstreet realizes her sense of loss, but she also realizes that she
has lost her material belongings rather than her spiritual belongings
and that "The world no longer let me love,! My hope and treasure lies
above."9 It is important to point out that this poem has religious
undertones while still presenting a secular subject. Bradstreet presents
the reader with a long list of the many things she has lost in this fire,
but she knows it is all in vain and that her real prize will be waiting for
her in heaven.
This poem presents the balance that Bradstreet felt in her life,
and tried to express through many of her 'domestic poems.' Her religion
is a major part of her poetry in the way it can be assumed to have been
a part of her life. She didn't allow personal issues, such as her religion
and her family to take precedence in her early poems published in the
first edition of The Tenth Muse. It is as if the poems that she wrote out
for her father and other family members did not touch on who Anne
Bradstreet was; rather it is the other poetry, the 'domestic' and
'emotional' poetry that allows Anne Bradstreet to present herself, as she
perceived herself.
The final two important works by Anne Bradstreet are
"Contemplations" and "Meditations Divine and Moral." Of
"Contemplations" it is said, "She wandered in the woods, however, and
found great pleasure in meditating on their ever winning charms, their
grand and quiet beauty. By far the best of all her "Poems" was the
result of one of these rambles. It appeared for the first time in the
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second edition, under the name of 'Contemplations."20 Not only is
"Contemplations" a homage to nature, and the wonders that Bradstreet
finds in the 'wilderness' that has been made her home, but there is also
a religious aspect to this collection, much like the poem Bradstreet
wrote after her house was lost.
After her discourse on the beauty of nature, in "Contemplations,"
Bradstreet goes on to question the degeneracy of man and hail the
superiority of the natural world. She then speculates about the
emblems of nature, such as the Sun, and the tree, and how they
illustrate God's Glory. From this point on, Bradstreet speaks about
man as fitting in between God and the beauty of nature, but with very
vivid Biblical images. These images include a Dantesque description of
the glory of God, as well as a description of nature of which Emerson
would be proud. Bradstreet continues with her interpretation of the
story of Cain and Abel. The remainder of the collection continues to
show the relation between God and nature, with emphasis in showing
the frailty of man. The last section of this collection appears to be
Bradstreet's interpretation of the apocalypse, or Revelations, with the
realization that in the end God will overcome and encompass all:
"0 Time the fatal wrack of mortal
things,
That draws oblivion's curtains over
kings;
Their sumptuous monuments, men
know them not,
Their names without a record are
forgot,
Their parts, their ports, their pomp's
all laid in th' dust
Nor wit nor gold, nor buildings scape
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times rust;
But he whose name in graved in the
white stone
Shall last and shine when all of
these are gone.1121
"Meditations Divine and Moral" is a collection of a series
of moral statements that Bradstreet felt were important to her life.
They range in topic from the ages of man, the makings of good
Christians, authority, weather and nature. The subjects of this
discourse bring to mind the poem she wrote and dedicated to Du Bartas.
It touches on many of the same subjects she included in that poem. As
the numbered meditations progress, they get longer, and seem to have
more religious meaning within them than the earlier meditations.
It would appear Anne Bradstreet has two very different styles of
writing when it comes to her poetry. There is first the public poetry
that was published under the title The Tenth Muse Lately sprung up in
America. This poetry was given to Bradstreet's family and published
without her knowledge (the first time) by her brother-in-law. It is the
poetry that Bradstreet wrote for herself that seems to let the true Anne
Bradstreet shine through. The early poetry is about public matters, of
men and their worldly issues, as perceived at the time. The later poetry
is obviously more personal and about women and their domestic issues,
as was important for the time.
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